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Whether it’s mystical, cultural,
musical or magical, there’s a festival going
on somewhere in Asia all year round. Here’s
how not to miss them.

Got cash to burn, or watching
your wallet? Flight Centre consultants go
head to head to create different holiday
itineraries for Hong Kong and Japan.

Asia’s evocative destinations are
waiting for you, but before you get there,
let these answers to FAQs help you plan
your dream trip.
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D I D YO U K N OW ?

NEWS & EVENTS

TRAVEL
DESK

All Chinese food
needs five flavours
to be balanced:
salty, sweet, bitter,
savoury and spicy.

si t back a n d test your
t r i v i a or rea d up on
t he l atest n ews
fr o m asia

Get to know
ADAM LIAW

Adam Liaw is a sydney-based
cook, writer and the host of sbs
tv series destination flavour
I was born in George Town, Malaysia, and grew up
in Adelaide. One of my first childhood memories
is of driving through Malaysia with my family, trying
all the different fried chicken street stalls along
the way to work out which one was the best. My dad
is Chinese from Malaysia and my mum is English
from Singapore, and I’ve always felt that having a
lot of different culinary influences in the home is a
great way to grow up. I fell in love with cooking
when I got married and had a family. I’ve cooked
in all kinds of places around the world, including
all the way through Japan, from ice-covered lakes in
Hokkaido and beaches in Okinawa, to gardens in
Penang and at top restaurants in Singapore. Some of
my favourite destinations in Asia include Bangkok,
because it’s got a great energy to it and a fantastic
food scene; Shanghai, because the scale of it is always
astonishing; and Bali, because it’s a wonderful place to
relax. My last family holiday in Asia was returning
to Tokyo, where my wife and I lived for many years
before moving to Sydney in 2010. We loved visiting all
of our old haunts, trying some incredible restaurants
and taking the kids to Disneyland. My next dream
destination is Singapore because it’s one of the most
exciting cities in Asia for food, with everything from
the hawker-style food I grew up with through to top
Michelin-starred restaurants.
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Cook, writer and TV
presenter Adam Liaw says
his love affair with food began
when he became a dad.

travel desk
Record
breakers

Swimming with the
gentle whale sharks is an
unforgettable experience.

The Shanghai Tower
is the highest building
in China, rising 632m.
Comprising 128 floors
and containing an
observation deck and
gardens, it’s second only
in height in the world
to the 828m-high Burj
Khalifa in Dubai.

Adrenaline junkies, listen
up.The world’s highest
bungee jump is found in
Macao. At Macau Tower
brave guests can freefall
a monstrous 233m at a
speed of up to 200km/h.
Yikes!

DIVE IN AT YOUR LEISURE

Getting deep in the Philippines

People travel far and wide to dive the clear, warm waters of the Philippines, a
collection of 7,000 islands with vast coral reefs and fascinating marine life.
You’ll find every diving adventure here, from high end to low key – WWII wrecks,
shore dives and live-aboard adventures.
From February to April you can swim with the protected butanding (whale
shark). These friendly big-daddies of the sea visit the sleepy town of Donsol,
allowing visitors to witness their majesty as they cut through the water.
Amanpulo on Pamalican Island pairs 5-star luxury with awesome diving on
a spectacular coral reef. Historians love the popular wreck dive, the Morazan
Maru at Coron Bay; learners enjoy the beaches of Boracay island; and wildlife
lovers seek out the hefty thresher sharks at Malapascua Island.

Tokyo Disneyland was
the first Disney theme
park opened outside the
USA and today it’s Asia’s
most-visited theme park.

Thailand’s
Wat Phra That Doi
Suthep Temple.

Over 200m high, 150m
wide and 5km long,
Hang Son Doong cave
in Phong Nah Ke Ban
National Park in Vietnam
is the biggest cave in the
world. It’s so colossal it
even has its own climate,
jungle and river.

12 5 K M

Words: Tatyana Leonov, Sheriden Rhodes and Stephanie Williams. Photos: iStock

Yikes!

RELICS OF THE BUDDHA

Monks, temples and walled cities

North of Bangkok, among some of the country’s highest mountains overflowing
with Buddhist temples, Chiang Mai was once the capital of the Lanna Kingdom,
established in the 13th century. Remnants of this ancient kingdom, including
a moated and partially walled city, are still found today, along with several
significant temples; the teak Wat Phan Tao with its three-tiered roof being
particularly noteworthy. West of the city is one of the north’s most sacred
temples, Wat Phra That Doi Suthep, said to house a relic of the Buddha. The
temple itself dates to the 14th century and the energetic can ascend its 306
steps (thankfully there’s also a funicular). The Doi Suthep mountain range is also
home to the Karen hill tribe.

Looking to luxe it up?
You’ll find the world’s
largest rooftop infinity
pool at Marina Bay Sands
in Singapore. Just don’t
forget your swimmers.

Travel ideas

The longest beach in
Asia can be found in
Bangladesh – Cox’s
Bazar stretches for an
impressive 125km.
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Three up-and-coming destinations
get in before the crowds come running: these three countries
have a wealth of experiences on offer but the rest of the
world is yet to find out

01. Bhutan

A strong Buddhist culture, soaring
snow-capped mountains and majestic
monasteries make the last great
Himalayan kingdom one for the bucket
list. Flanked by China and India, this
pocket-size country’s $US250-a-day
compulsory tourist tariff (inclusive of
accommodation, food, transport and an
official guide) keeps Bhutan relatively
uncrowded. Those who go will be richly
rewarded with happy locals, sacred
sites (like Taktsang Goemba monastery
perched perilously on a cliff face), spicy
food and rugged Himalayan terrain.

02. Sri Lanka

They say Sri Lanka is the new Bali,
but this tear-shaped island delivers its
own inimitable blend of food, culture,
exotic animals and wonderful beaches.
At the heart of the ‘Cultural Triangle’
you’ll find ancient painted caverns, huge
Buddha statues and Sigirya, a 200m-high
clifftop rock citadel. Nearby Heritance
Kandalama Hotel, designed by Sri
Lankan architect Geoffrey Bawa, seems
to melt into the surrounding jungle. For
more of this diverse nation, visit tea
country or explore Sri Lanka’s colonial
past in Colombo.

03. Myanmar

Throwing off the shackles of its past,
Myanmar (Burma) is now a hotspot for
curious travellers, with its gilded temples,
welcoming locals, floating markets and
uncrowded beaches. The ancient city of
Bagan rivals many of its Asian neighbours
with its phenomenal golden stupas:
Ananda Temple and Shwesandaw Pagoda,
especially beautiful when illuminated at
night, are must-sees. Take a walk along
U-Bein Bridge, the world’s longest and
oldest teak bridge, see thousands of
monks at Mahagandayon Monastery and
watch life unfold on a river cruise.

Designer digs
Handcrafted textiles, curated furniture collections, star chefs and sustainable
practices is what it takes to win guests over right now. Here are three slick stays.

A crumbling 1930s facade in the
historic Shiliupu Dockyards hides
a 19-room boutique hotel, The
Waterhouse. Low-key interiors
reveal its industrial past, with
exposed brick beams alongside
blond wood, designer furniture,
concrete and glass. Guests can
dine in-house at renowned chef
Jason Atherton’s Table No 1.
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The Pavilions
Himalayas,
Pokhara, Nepal

‘Designer’ and ‘off-the-grid’ don’t
often go together, but Kathmandu
architect Alex Shrestha has woven
eco-principles into the fabric of
The Pavilions Himalayas. Fifteen
luxurious bungalows minimally
impact the landscape, built from
locally sourced materials. The
resort uses solar power, recycles
water and has an organic garden.

Katamama,
Bali, Indonesia

Inspired by geometric ’60s and
’70s architecture, the freshly
painted Katamama Hotel in Bali
features the work of Indonesia’s
finest artisans, from handcrafted
‘paras’ bricks to the dip-dyed
textiles in shades of ocean blue.
Poolside yoga, cult foodie-fave
MoVida and Akademi bar by
mixologist Dre Masso confirm
understated luxury at its best.

Photos: iStock

The Waterhouse
at South Bund,
Shanghai, China

BEST TOUR OPERATOR
INTERNATIONAL

2015

BEST TOUR OPERATOR
DOMESTIC

2015

BEST RIVER CRUISE
OPERATOR

2015

Where ancient traditions
and modern culture unite.
Best of China
China offers the perfect blend of ancient traditions and modern culture,
allowing you to enter a unique world of sprawling metropolises, age-old
natural wonders, historic architectural triumphs and sublime
culinary delights.
INCLUDED – Luxurious accommodation, including stay at The Fairmont
Peace Hotel Shanghai
INCLUDED – Yangtze River cruising on board the boutique Sanctuary
Yangzi Explorer, featuring the largest and most luxurious suites on
the Yangtze

Beijing 3

CHINA
4

1

Xi’an

SANCTUARY
YANGZI
EXPLORER

2

Yangtze
River

Shanghai
3

Yichang

Chongqing

INCLUDED – All meals, complimentary wine and local beer at lunch
and dinner on your cruise
INCLUDED – All internal flights, tipping, transfers, port charges
and sightseeing

Beijing to Shanghai
Enquire for SuperDeal offers

*Conditions apply. Australian Pacific Touring Pty Ltd. ABN 44 004 684 619. ATAS accreditation #A10825. APT4310

CHYC13

#Yangon
@taste_for_travel

#Battambang
@thegsw84

#LantauIsland
@ashtonrigg

#HoiAn
@jewelszee

GET
SOCIAL
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#openmyworld

Travel is all about sharing
amazing experiences, stories
and journeys. From majestic
winter landscapes to stunning
sun-drenched scenes, here are
some of our favourite photos
captured by you from all around
the world. Share your travel
photos with us on Instagram with
the hashtag #openmyworld and
spread the love of exploration.

Follow us!

/flightcentreau
@flightcentreau
@flightcentreau
+flightcentreau
/flightcentreau
/flightcentreau
/company/flight-centre

#Jodhpur
@overseas_odyssey

#Singapore
@apairandaspare

#Nagano
@seanscottphotography

#SimilanIslands
@mattcherub

#Palawan
@joanneheggie

#KualaLumpur
@andrewtallon

#PhiPhiIsland
@timclark1

#Kyoto
@laurenepbath

#Singapore
Travel ideas
@eamonn_fitzpatrick
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T op t e n

Rain, hail or
shine, Halong Bay
evokes something
special in the
discerning traveller.

t
Top en

DOUBLE-DIP
DESTINATIONS

HEADING TO ASIA’S HOTTEST DESTINATIONS?
DOUBLE YOUR FUN BY ADDING ON ONE OF
THESE SUPER SIDE-TRIPS
Words: Ute Junker
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UDSOA UEBXL PE ETR H
I EENFCUENS

01
VIETNAM

Halong Bay

Halong Bay is one of those rare
destinations that shines no matter
the weather. Some might say that
its startling scenery – towering
limestone pillars rising from waters
tinted a leafy shade of green – is best
enjoyed when the sun throws those
distinctive colours into sharp relief.
However, other visitors find it even
more evocative on cloudy days when
the mist wraps around the bay’s
islands, which seem to loom like
the fabled dragon that, according to
legend, gouged out this landscape.
The best way to experience this
UNESCO World Heritage-listed
area is on a live-aboard boat. It’s not
all drifting about languidly: take a
hike in the lovely Cat Ba National
Park, home to 32 types of mammal,
or head further out to Lan Ha Bay,
which flows on from Halong Bay.
Just as striking as its better-known
neighbour, but with fewer tourists,
Lan Ha Bay is a great place for
a kayaking expedition.
HOT-FOOT IT TO HANOI

Photo: Getty Images

Vietnam’s capital is also one of its
most charming cities. From the
narrow streets of the Old Quarter
to the elegant French colonial
buildings, there is plenty to explore.
Halong Bay is a three- to four-hour
bus trip from Hanoi. Fly to Hanoi with
Vietnam Airlines, AirAsia, Scoot,Thai Airways,
Singapore Airlines, Malaysia Airlines, Cathay Pacific
and China Southern.

Travel ideas
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02

INDIA

Kerala

Ahhh, breathe out. After a three-hour flight, Kerala
is the perfect antidote to Delhi’s high-octane
impact. Feast your eyes on 50 shades of green
in this tranquil province, where a web of rivers
and canals spreads out through a landscape of
rice paddies and coffee plantations, past pretty
villages shaded by coconut groves and into the
forested hills of the Western Ghats. Kerala is best
known for its canal cruises and yoga retreats, but
there is a lot more to see and do in this laidback
state. Few Indian destinations have preserved
their historic ambience like the port city of Kochi,
where an exotic blend of Portuguese, Dutch and
English influences is on show, not to mention
ancient mosques and a 400-year-old synagogue.
If you prefer a walk on the wild side, head to the
expansive Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary, where you
can spot bison, sambar, wild boars and elephants.
GET AMONG DELHI’S CHAOTIC CHARM

There is a surprise around every corner in the
bustling metropolis known as the City of Djinns.
From Mughal monuments to grand colonial
edifices, monkeys scampering over roofs to
naked holy men, it’s a gloriously eye-popping,
ear‑bursting sensory overload.
Fly to Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala via Delhi with Air India.
Singapore Airlines, Etihad, Emirates and Malindo Airlines
can also get you to Kerala via other stopover destinations.

The impressive
and ghostly
Terracotta Army of
Xi'an is a must-see.

03

CAMBODIA

Battambang

EXPLORE AGE-OLD SIGHTS IN SIEM REAP

This Cambodian town is the gateway to one of Asia’s greatest sights:
Angkor Wat and its equally magnificent neighbouring temples, including
Bayon and Ta Prohm.
Escape to green,
serene Kerala province.
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Battambang is a leisurely eight- to ten-hour boat trip
from Siem Reap. Fly to Siem Reap with Singapore Airlines,
Vietnam Airlines, Thai Airways, Malaysia Airlines, AirAsia or Jetstar.

Photos: Alamy, Getty Images, iStock

This serene riverside town makes a great base for exploring Cambodia’s
tranquil countryside, where you will find quiet villages such as Wat Kor,
containing traditional houses made of hardwoods and surrounded by lush
gardens. Visitors to the historic hilltop temples of Phnom Sampeau will pass
by beautiful statues and lookout points, as well as limestone caves, some
with sombre reminders of the country’s recent history. You can also take a trip
out to what may be the country’s most unusual tourist attraction: Cambodia’s
only winery, the pocket-sized Prasat Phnom Banon.

DOUBLE THE FUN

CHINA

Xi’an

04

There are thousands
of reasons to visit the
northwestern city of Xi’an –
if you add up all the soldiers
in the Terracotta Army. This
extraordinary collection
of statues – no two faces
are alike – was famously
buried alongside China’s
first emperor more than
2,000 years ago. Xi’an, a
two-hour flight from Beijing,
has other attractions
apart from its famous clay
soldiers, however. One of
China’s ancient capitals,
Xi’an offers imperial‑era
attractions including the
tomb of Emperor Jingdi,
the Great Mosque and the
Big Goose Pagoda. Xi’an
also retains its 12m-high,
14th-century Ming-era
city walls (the complete
circuit takes about four
hours to complete), and
its labyrinthine Muslim
Quarter is a great place
to go exploring. Slightly
further afield, the fivepeaked Huashan mountain
is among China’s most
revered landscapes.
LOSE YOURSELF IN BEIJING

China’s capital embodies
the contradictions that
make the Middle Kingdom
such a compelling
destination. Cutting-edge
art and architecture
exist alongside ancient
monuments such as the
Forbidden City and the
nearby Great Wall of China.

Harvesting grapes
at Prasat Phnom
Banon winery.

Fly to Xi’an via Beijing with
Air China. Cathay Pacific,
China Eastern, Qantas, China
Southern, Korean Airlines, AirAsia
and Scoot can also get you to Xi’an
via other stopover destinations.

Travel ideas
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INDONESIA AND SINGAPORE

Bintan Island

There is only one hard decision
to make on Bintan Island, and
that’s which luxury resort youre
going to check into. Each of
the island’s pleasure palaces
has its own character, but they
share a dedication to pampering
guests. Their settings are idyllic
(think aquamarine waters) and
they all give their guests access
to essential indulgences such
as fine food, sensational spas
and immaculate golf courses.
If you want to mix it up and fit
in a little exploring, that can

Indulge in views of
the South China Sea
pool-side at Banyan
Tree Resort.
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also be arranged. Bintan is an
ancient trading post on the route
between China and India, having
come under the influence of the
Chinese, the British and the
Dutch in turn. Its rich collection
of relics ranges from Chinese
temples to Christian shrines.
Throw in a visit to a traditional
fishing village, or perhaps a
cruise through the mangroves
(keep an eye out for silver leaf
monkeys and snakes), and there
is plenty to keep you occupied.
But, with more than 100km of
coastline, Bintan is the ideal
place to do nothing but simply
relax on a pristine beach.

REDISCOVER SINGAPORE

Calling all culture vultures,
city slickers, shopaholics
and foodies. From colourful
marketplaces and heaving
food halls to lush green spaces
among glittering skyscrapers,
the vast and varied wonders of
this frenzied island state offer
something for everyone.
Bintan Island is a two-hour
ferry ride from Singapore.
Fly to Singapore with Scoot, Singapore
Airlines, Qantas, Jetstar or Emirates.

DOUBLE THE FUN

06

THAILAND

Phuket

White sandy beaches and balmy weather never go
out of style; add a healthy serve of massages and
fabulous food, and Phuket is hard to beat.
Go exploring in Phuket Town, where historic
shophouses are being reinvented as cute cafes; spend
a day in Phang Nga Bay, kayaking through limestone
caves and visiting floating fishing villages; or get away
from it all in Sirinat National Park, where beaches
such as Nai Thon remain uncrowded.
FEEL THE BUZZ OF BANGKOK

Spicy street food and air-conditioned shopping
malls, gold-plated temples and sky-high bars:
Bangkok’s contradictions are part of its charm.
Fly to Phuket via Bangkok
with Thai Airways or Qantas.

Kayaking the caves
around Phang Nga
Bay will leave you
gobsmacked.

The tranquil
temples of
Busan are not to
be missed.

Photos: Alamy, iStock
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SOUTH KOREA

Busan

Blessed with both golden sandy
beaches and snow-capped
mountains perfect for skiing,
Busan has a lively student
population and a calendar of
international events, including a
film festival and an art biennale,
not to mention Korea’s largest
fish market, Jagalchi, which
draws food lovers from across
the world. The civilised charms
of Busan are on display in chic

neighbourhoods such as Dalmaji,
set on a curving bay flanked
by pine-clad slopes, where art
galleries and elegant cafes sit
alongside serene Buddhist
shrines. Also worth checking out:
the colourful Gamcheon Culture
Village, The Bongsudae (beacon
fire station) on Hwangnyeongsan
Mountain, and the Buddhist
carvings at the Seokbulsa
hermitage. Also book yourself
in for a session in Asia’s largest
bathhouse, Hur Shim Chung,

where the cypress baths are
made from 4,000-year‑old trees.
SEE OLD MEET NEW IN SEOUL

From serene temples to bustling
night markets, modern shopping
malls to traditional bathhouses,
South Korea’s capital delivers
a kaleidoscope of experiences.
Fly to Busan via Seoul with Korean
Air or Asiana Airlines. Japan Airlines,
Cathay Pacific, Air China, China Eastern and
Thai Airways can also get you to Busan via
other stopover destinations.

Travel ideas
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MALAYSIA
George Town’s
street art scene is
on par with the best
around the world.

Penang

It’s a rare visitor who doesn’t
fall head over heels for George
Town, Penang’s old-world
capital. Trishaws jostle for space
in its crowded streets, while
quirky street art provides a cool
edge. The city’s retro appeal
has been bolstered by a boom
in funky cafes and bars, and a
street food scene that’s hard
to beat. The island’s beaches
are justly famous, and some of
the country’s most indulgent
resorts are clustered around the
beaches of Batu Ferringhi and
Tanjung Bungah.
FIND YOUR COOL IN KL

Kuala Lumpur is one of Asia’s
most underrated cities, its
idiosyncratic flavour summed
up in its striking skyline,
where minarets contrast
with skyscrapers.
Fly to Penang via Kuala Lumpur
with Malaysia Airlines, Malindo
Airlines or Air Asia. Singapore Airlines,
Qantas, Jetstar and Scoot can also get
you to Penang via Singapore.

09

JAPAN

Okinawa

It’s Japan, but not as you know
it. The group of islands that
makes up Okinawa Prefecture
is the southernmost region of
Japan, and is different from the
rest of the country in all sorts
of ways, from the subtropical
climate to the distinctive
Okinawan cuisine, which blends
influences from China, Korea
and Southeast Asia. There is
plenty to explore on the area’s
biggest island, Okinawa-hontō,
from the impressive Churaumi
Aquarium to scenic spots
such as the Hiji Waterfall and
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the sacred site of Sefa Utaki.
Further afield, the Yaeyama
Islands – with their jungles,
mangrove swamps, beaches
and excellent diving – are the
place to unwind.
EMBRACE TOKYO TIME

In the city that never sleeps,
you can admire the costumed
kids in Harajuku and the neon
lights of Shinjuku, before
breakfasting on sashimi at
Tsukiji fish market.
Fly to Okinawa via Tokyo with
Qantas, Jetstar, Japan Airlines
or ANA. Hong Kong Airlines, Cathay
Pacific, Eva Air and China Airlines can
also get you to Okinawa via other
stopover destinations.

Photos: Alamy, iStock

Relax at Okinawa's
Aharen Beach.

DOUBLE THE FUN
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The oh-so-cute
tarsier is the
world’s smallest
primate.

10
THE PHILIPPINES

Bohol

Yes, Bohol Island – just a short ferry
trip from Cebu – is another fabulous
destination for water-babies, with coral
reefs and inviting beaches. But the island
has other attractions as well. Its most
famous inhabitants are the extraordinary
tarsiers, the world’s smallest (and,
arguably, cutest) primates: small enough
to fit in the palm of your hand, yet agile
enough to leap five metres in a single
bound. You can try your luck spotting them
in the wild in the Rajah Sikatuna National
Park; for guaranteed sightings, the Tarsier
Research & Development Center is your
best bet. Other ways to spend the days
include visiting the ancient cave paintings
on Lamanok Island, swimming in an
underground lake in Hinagdanan Cave
and hiking the extraordinary dome-shaped
Chocolate Hills.
LIVE THE BEACH LIFE IN CEBU

Cebu is the Philippines’ best-loved holiday
destination, famous for its pretty beaches
and the superb diving on offer.
Bohol is a two-hour ferry ride
from Cebu. Fly to Cebu via Manila
with Philippine Airlines or Qantas.

Travel ideas
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Pearl of the

ORIENT

KNOWN FOR ITS HEAVING CROWDS AND TOWERING
SKYSCRAPERS, YOU CAN ALSO FIND A GENTLER SIDE
TO HONG KONG IF YOU KNOW WHERE TO LOOK
Words: Tijana Jaksic

Hong Kong's gleaming
skyscrapers frame
Victoria Harbour.
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H O N G KO N G

sea of British colonial history and
contemporary trends.
It’s these very contrasts that make Hong
Kong so captivating. Beyond the worldfamous attractions there is an endless list
of things to do, see and eat. There’s always
a new neighbourhood to explore; a different
beach, mountain trail or view to discover.
It is this sheer variety that platforms
Hong Kong as a destination for everyone
and every travelling style. And, for those
who prefer to get off the beaten track,
there’s no shortage of hidden gems –
some best discovered by getting lost and
stumbling down the wrong alleyway.

Photo: Park City Chamber Bureau

With twice as many skyscrapers
as New York City, more than seven million
residents and 74,000 hotel rooms to its
name, the enormity of Hong Kong can be
hard to comprehend. But the numbers
can’t be wrong and nearly 60 million
travellers flock to this sprawling metropolis
where east meets west every year.
Here, traditional, ornate temples sit
side-by-side with modern, gleaming
shopping malls; sheer-sided steel
and glass skyscrapers peter out into
traditional fishing villages; and Chinese
customs, now with their own unique
Hong Kong twist, stand strong in a

Travel ideas
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Hong Kong for
FIRST-TIMERS

A Hong Kong must:
journey on the Peak
Tram for iconic
city views.
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H O N G KO N G

Arriving in Hong Kong for the very
first time can be a little overwhelming.
From the second you open the cab door,
a new and exciting reality takes hold.
Midday or midnight, crowds stream
past in search of the next shop or food
stall. Flashing neon lights flood the
streets so brightly you could be fooled into
thinking night was day. And a never-ending
procession of traffic whirrs along into the
distance, miniature in proportion to all
of the towering skyscrapers overhead.
To the first-timer, it can be a lot to take
in, and one of the first decisions you’ll have
to make is where to stay. This tends to boil
down to a win-win battle between mainland
Kowloon and Hong Kong Island – both
equally central and intriguing.
Thankfully, zigzagging between the two
is easy. The Star Ferry is the favourite
choice – as much a mode of transport
as it is an iconic local experience for the
must‑dos list.
Sitting on the ferry surrounded by locals
as it bobs back and forth across Victoria
Harbour, you’ll soon realise it’s actually
one of the most peaceful spots in the
entire city. Being sandwiched between
stunning skyline panoramas doesn’t
hurt one bit either.
Before or after your ferry ride, catch
the daily Symphony of Lights spectacle,
which sees the city skyline come to life in a
dazzling show of coloured lights and laser
beams. It’s the ‘World's Largest Permanent
Light and Sound Show’ in the Guinness
World Records.
To move further afield, taxis, buses and
trams make it easy, as does the world-class
MTR subway system, which is efficient
and services all the major sightseeing
stops. Hong Kong’s Octopus travel card
conveniently covers the entire network
including the Airport Express Link journey,
which is the quickest and cheapest option
for that airport-to-hotel dash.
For short stays, it’s worth looking into
the special Airport Express Travel Pass.
It includes a return journey on the Airport

Market trinkets
and curiosities
draw the crowds.

There’s no better place to be
immersed in the thick of it all
than in the colourful markets”
Express Link train plus three consecutive
days of unlimited travel on the MTR, Light
Rail and MTR buses.
But where to go? The city enthrals in
every direction, and whatever you choose,
you’ll always be close to the rich tapestry
of sights and sounds.
There’s no better place to be immersed
in the thick of it all than in the colourful
markets abuzz day and night – an integral
part of the local way of life.
The Ladies Market is probably the most
famous. Despite the name, both men and
women are catered to and the atmosphere
is reason alone to visit. Here locals and
tourists amble along three parallel streets,
crowded with stalls adorned from top to
bottom in bargain clothing, knick-knacks
and accessories. This authentic local edge
gives it true street-market style.
Lively Temple Street Night Market is
a top stop for bustle, smells, tastes and
bargains reflective of the true essence of
Hong Kong. Here you’ll stumble across the
Tin Hau temple complex, built in 1876

Traditional
meets modern:
the Double
Yang Festival in
Kowloon.

The Symphony
of Lights is
staged nightly.
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C L O C KW I S E
FROM TOP

The Star Ferry
criss-crosses
Victoria Harbour
between Hong
Kong Island and
Kowloon, a leisurely
way to take in the
city vista.
Eating tasty, fresh
dim sum, part of
the Hong Kong
experience.
Children and
adults alike will find
joy in exploring
the magic of Hong
Kong Disneyland.
Take respite
among the incense
coils of the city’s
oldest temple,
Man Mo Temple.
The eclectic
Temple Street Night
Market will wow.
Journey by
glass-bottomed
cable car to the
Tian Tan (or ‘Big’)
Buddha, sitting
tall in verdant
surrounds on
Lantau Island.
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CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE

H O N G KO N G

Highlights of a
Hong Kong stopover

13
06

SHENZHEN
02
01

12

03
11

08

07

HONG KONG
ISLAND

HONG KONG

09

Kowloon

04

05

LANTAU ISLAND

10 Exploring the city’s
largest theme park,
Ocean Park.

02 Stepping inside the

11 Seeing the
Symphony of Lights
illuminate the city.

Tram to The Peak for
city views.

03 Immersing

SEE INSET MAP

HONG KONG
10 ISLAND

13 Going pork-bun
crazy at the Michelinstarred Tim Ho Wan.

04 Riding the
spectacular Ngong
Ping cable car.

ALSO DON'T MISS

05 Visiting Tian Tan

Buddha statute in the
mountains of Lantau.
06 Browsing for
fashion bargains at
the Ladies Market.

Photos: Alamy, Getty Images

08 Shopping at the
Landmark Mall.

360 cable car; at 5.7km it’s the longest
bi-cable ropeway in Asia. For an
even better view upgrade to the
glass-bottomed Crystal Cabin.
While the 25-minute ride is an easy
way to win over the kids, it's the city's
theme parks that will really catch their
attention. With its mystical kingdoms,
themed rides and unforgettable
attractions, the magic of Disneyland
Hong Kong never fades.
Another favourite is Ocean Park – the
city’s largest theme park – home to an
oceanarium, a sprawling animal park
and amusement rides.
One unforgettable highlight of Hong
Kong remains: a bird’s-eye view of the
mammoth urban sprawl. It’s the only way
to truly comprehend the city maze that so
easily swallows you in when you’re down
at ground level.
While cool rooftop haunts like the 180seat terrace at Hooray Bar & Restaurant
and Wooloomooloo Steakhouse deliver
stunning views, there’s no denying the
immense grandeur of the vista from
the lofty heights of The Peak. The

12 Exploring the Tsim
Sha Tsui waterfront.

yourself in the lively
atmosphere of Temple
Street Night Market.

07 Taking the iconic
Star Ferry from
Kowloon to Hong
Kong Island.

and still one of the city’s largest, perched
smack bang in the centre of the main drag.
If haggling over prices sounds daunting,
Stanley Market offers a tamer version for
beginners. But of course, Hong Kong is
renowned for its gleaming shopping malls
filled with global threads, high-fashion
finds and a raft of classy European brands.
That’s where the three most famous
malls come in: Landmark (also known as
‘Central’), Harbour City and Pacific
Place (‘Admiralty’).
To delve into the essence of the city’s
traditional culture, begin with a trip to
Man Mo Temple. It is the oldest temple
in the city, a moving tribute to the Taoist
gods of literature (Man) and war (Mo).
But the biggest drawcard (quite
literally) on the cultural map sits
cross-legged in the lush green heights
of Lantau Island: Tian Tan Buddha, or the
Big Buddha. At 250 tonnes, it grants a
welcome change of pace and scenery, as
its colossal size and peaceful outlook lures
tourists by the cable-car load.
Access the green depths of this
mountainous island via the Ngong Ping

09 Feeling the magic of
Hong Kong Disneyland.

01 Riding the Peak

city’s oldest temple,
Man Mo Temple.

NEW TERRITORIES

Hong Kong
International
Airport

Need to tackle a quick
Hong Kong stopover?
Try these ideas...

Enjoying nightlife
views with a cocktail
in hand in one of the
many world-class
rooftop bars.
Feasting on
never-ending dim sum.
Trying egg waffles
from a street vendor.
Relaxing at
the beach: try
Lantau Island's
southern coast.

iconic Peak Tram, the first rail tram in
Asia dating back to 1888, forms a major
part of the experience, shuttling tourists
up and down the hillside to the viewing
platform straddling the pinnacle of Hong
Kong Island. Day or night, the sweeping
city skyline panorama is so spectacular it
feels surreal.
The Peak is the perfect introduction
to the city that never sleeps, or an
unforgettable way to top off a Hong Kong
sojourn. That, and of course the copious
amounts of fresh-made dim sum, egg
waffles, steaming noodle bowls, stir fries,
all types of food on a stick and sweets
from the flurry of street stalls and authentic
hole-in-the-wall joints.
The world’s cheapest Michelin-starred
restaurant is here, too. Tim Ho Wan is
famous for its sumptuous pork buns, and
people queue for up to an hour for a taster.
While all the sights and experiences you'll
encounter on your first visit to Hong Kong
will remain ingrained in your mind, as you
say goodbye to this fascinating city, you’ll
realise you’ve only really just started
to scratch the surface.
Travel ideas
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Think you know
HONG KONG?
past traditional Chinese Medicine shops
selling jars of curious-looking remedies.
You could spend days browsing
and soaking up the vibrant, colourful
atmosphere, from Hong Kong’s Flower
Market to the ‘lucky’ Jade Market.
To get a glimpse of everyday local life,
swap the skyscrapers for stilts in Tai O,
a charming fishing village built above
the tidal flats of Lantau Island. Offering

Learn the art of
playing mahjong.

You could spend days just
browsing and soaking up the
vibrant, colourful atmosphere”
a welcome change of pace, stroll
through the village and take in the
shops, houses and bridges and see
groups of locals crowd around tables
playing mahjong.
You can even learn how to play
yourself; Buffalo Tours’ Backstreets of
Hong Kong tour includes a visit to a
local’s home, where you’ll be taught the
ins and outs of the nifty game.

Continue the off-the-beaten-track
theme at PMQ, the former Police
Married Quarters. Originally a 1951
dormitory for Chinese police officers,
it has been transformed into a creative
hub, housing a mix of well-known retail
shops and local brands spanning fashion,
furniture, clothing and stationery. In Kwun
Tong, the industrial part of town, you’ll find
fashion factory outlets.

Bustling Apliu
Street in Sham
Shui Po.
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Hong Kong never loses its appeal.
While there’s nothing like that first time,
for the repeat traveller it becomes less
about ticking the boxes and more about
digging deeper and getting to the real
heart of the city. Your best bet? Head
straight for the backstreets.
The working-class neighbourhood of
Sham Shui Po – a market lovers’ heaven
– is a good start. Wander street after
street lined with stalls, including popular
Apliu Street Market, ground zero for
electronics at bargain prices.
Continue browsing shoulder-toshoulder together with locals at
Shanghai Street in Kowloon, brimming
with homewares along what is one of
the city’s oldest thoroughfares. A sight
in itself, it is intriguingly set among
preserved old Chinese shophouses.
Back on Hong Kong Island peoplewatch and market-hop some more at
Upper Lascar Row (Cat Street) where
it’s all about the antiques; historic
Hollywood Road is famous for its
antique shops and galleries selling
contemporary Chinese art, while
Ko Shing Street is perfect for meanders

H O N G KO N G

Make a visit to
Hong Kong’s Flower
Market a priority.

Travel ideas
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C L O C KW I S E
FROM TOP LEFT

Get inspired at
the Ten Thousand
Buddhas Monastery.
Take time out to
enjoy a tipple or two
at one of many new
inner-city bars.
Repulse Bay is a
tourist hotspot for
good reason.
Tuck into some
fine French food.
Browse cool
postcards at
antique stores
on Upper Lascar
Row (Cat Street).
Picture-perfect
Tai O fishing village.
A cluster of locals
gathers around for
an afternoon game
of Chinese chess.
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If you feel the urge to escape the
chaos of Hong Kong, try the scenic
Southern District. On the fringe of
the city, it’s the less-frequented side
of Hong Kong Island, marked by steep
mountains, hiking trails, parks and
calm‑water beaches.
With a buzzing resort atmosphere,
Repulse Bay, Deep Water Bay and
Stanley Main Beach are tourist
favourites. While visiting Stanley, be
sure to pop into the picturesque Stanley
Market with its warren of lanes, or duck
into one of its many seaside eateries.
Beyond Hong Kong Island, other
beach treats include Cheung Sha
Beach on Lantau Island, the city’s
longest stretch of sand and surf, and the
clean and quiet sands of Lo So Shing
Beach on the remote Lamma Island.
Another worthy day trip on the city
fringes that can’t be overlooked is the
Ten Thousand Buddhas Monastery
in the New Territories region. Ascend
more than 400 steps lined by life-size
golden Buddhas, each one different,
to navigate this wonderful Buddhist
complex made up of five impressive
temples, four pavilions and a pagoda.
A place fewer tourists venture to,
Cheung Chau Island is part of the
laidback Outlying Islands, where a
visit to the Kwan Kung Pavilion is
a must. Walking the coastal trail,
playfully named the Mini Great Wall,
and feasting on fresh seafood at
waterfront Pak She Praya Road,
is always a hit.
There are peaceful patches among
the skyscrapers where locals play
chess, practise tai chi and bathe in the
sunshine. Try Hong Kong Park, Victoria
Park or the Hong Kong Zoological and
Botanic Gardens for some downtime
and fresh air.
Once night falls, Hong Kong really
springs to life and the nightlife is a
major drawcard for many travellers.
That’s where energetic Wan Chai,
Soho and Lan Kwai Fong come in, with
mentions also due for the after-dark
vibes on offer in Central and Tsim Sha
Tsui. From British-style pubs to karaoke
haunts, swanky hotel drinking holes
and world-class rooftop bars, you’ll find
the whole gamut right here.

Take a seat with
a view at Cheung
Chau Island.

But first – never last in a city
like Hong Kong – one must eat. Once
you’ve had your fill of dim sum, there
is a great range of international cuisines
on offer. From fine-dining French to
celebrity chef restaurants, when you’ve
been to the city before, you can indulge
in the not-so-traditional dishes guilt
free. Dig a little deeper and you’ll even
find a few spots flaunting your regular
frothy cappuccinos, just like the ones
back home.
That’s the beauty of visiting Hong
Kong more than once. It allows you
the breathing space to take a different
approach, to relax and explore beyond
that iconic city skyline without the
pressure of rushing to frantically tick off
the main highlights.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for
more information on how to get to
Hong Kong and all the latest deals. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.

Highlights of
a long stay in
Hong Kong
Wandering the backstreets of
working-class Sham Shui Po.
Meeting the locals at the
stilted Tai O fishing village on
Lantau Island.
Seeing the quirky Ten
Thousand Buddhas Monastery
and its nine-storey pavilion.
Cruising to the 260-plus
Outlying Islands.
Visiting the creative design hub
at historic PMQ.
Snapping up a bargain or two
at the Kwun Tong outlet stores.
Checking out the antiques and
art scene on Hollywood Road.
Hiking one of many mountain
trails such as local favourite,
Dragon’s Back.
Seeking out shops serving
Australian coffee. Try Brew Bros
Coffee or Mansons Lot.
Appreciating the art of tea
rituals in Hong Kong Park.
Learning how to play mahjong.
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Singapore
three ways
SINGAPORE HAS REINVENTED ITSELF AS
ONE OF ASIA’S MOST EXCITING CITIES.
YOU’LL FIND ANIMAL ADVENTURES, UNUSUAL
THEME PARKS AND A FULL-SPECTRUM
FOOD SCENE
Words: Ute Junker

You might be tucking into a plate
of chicken rice when it happens, or gazing
up at a light show springing from the
Supertree Grove. At some point during
your Singapore stay, you’re bound to realise
you’ve fallen in love with the Lion City.
Singapore is winning hearts in a big
way. It starts with colourful areas such as
Chinatown, Little India and Arab Street
in Kampong Glam, where the historic
shophouses and incense-wreathed temples
huddled in the narrow alleys have been
joined by chic bars, cafes and restaurants.
Then there’s Singapore’s ability to
roll out new infrastructure, from green
spaces such as Gardens by the Bay, a
101ha waterfront garden including the
Cloud Forest, to new major cultural
institutions such as the National Gallery.

Multifaceted
Singapore has
lots to offer
beyond its pretty
city skyline.
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One of Singapore’s greatest strengths,
of course, is its food scene. Start with
classic dishes such as Singapore chilli
crab, add in hawker experiences and
perhaps treat yourself at one of the city’s
acclaimed eateries, such as Waku Ghin.
Plenty of other delights await the hungry
traveller. Begin the day with a traditional
kopitiam breakfast – milky coffee, softboiled eggs and toast – or with the city’s
latest food obsession, brunch.
The city’s hotel scene is just as lively.
Long excelling at 5-star hotels, Singapore’s
boutique hotels offer funky alternatives,
many in newly happening hoods. Spend
time in Tiong Bahru (where Art Deco
buildings house beatnik-friendly outlets)
or boho Holland Village and you’ll find yet
another reason to fall for Singapore.

Photo: Getty Images

SINGAPORE
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Singapore
for families

Colourful and, yes,
maybe a little crazy,
a stilt walker in a
garden on Sentosa
provides absolute
delight for kids.
Spot sharks,
manta rays and
loads of other
marine life as you
walk through the
S.E.A. Aquarium’s
impressive tunnel.
Oh, hey there...
eating breakfast
with the orangutans
at Singapore Zoo
will be a highlight.
Try out your
surfing skills on
an artificial wave
on Sentosa.

Travelling with little ones in tow? Chances are, Singapore is
about to become your new favourite destination. Whether you
take them for a stroll through the colourful neighbourhoods of
Little India and Chinatown or let them feast on street food at
Satay Street, there are countless low-cost ways to keep your
youngsters entertained.
Just about every attraction in this island-state has a program
of children’s activities. You would expect no less from the
Singapore Zoo – its Jungle Breakfast, where you can eat
alongside orangutans, is just one of the don’t-miss experiences
on offer – but even the National Gallery of Singapore has an
ever-changing kids’ program, including hands-on art and craft
activities for the whole family. Singapore’s biggest drawcard
for families however, is the popular island resort of Sentosa.
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Whether you arrive by cable car or monorail, you will need at
least a couple of days to explore the highlights. Start at the
S.E.A Aquarium, where the sharks, dolphins and manta rays
will enthral the littlies.
Then there are the themed attractions at which Singapore
excels. KidZania is a 7,525sqm indoor theme park where
children can try on different professions for size, from airline
pilot to surgeon, firefighter to crime scene investigator, while
learning life skills along the way. You will need another day
to explore Universal Studios Singapore, which has rides and
shows to suit every age group.
To cool off, head to one of the water parks: Port of Lost
Wonder is perfect for toddlers, while Adventure Cove Waterpark
will keep the bigger children entertained for hours.

Part of the Southern
Ridges trail, the Henderson
Waves pedestrian bridge is a
36m-high adventure.

Photos: Getty Images, Alamy

Get off the
beaten path

If you thought Singapore was all skyscrapers and shopping
malls, think again. Despite its compact size, Singapore has lots of
surprises in store, from a genuine jungle vibe to a trip back in time.
Take Fort Canning, the hilltop that was the island’s centre
of power for six centuries, from the days of the Malay rulers to
the British. Plenty of visitors take a stroll around the area; few
of them, however, are aware of what lies beneath. Buried under
the hill is Battlebox, the top-secret bombproof bunker that was
the British command centre in the World War II. Take
a tour to discover the little-known story behind the biggest
British surrender in history, when a 120,000-strong army
capitulated to the Japanese.
Stories of a different sort are on display at Haw Par Villa,
which celebrates Chinese mythology. There are more than
1,000 quirky statues and tableaux to marvel at; highlights
include depictions of the 10 Courts of Hell, where sinners
are given their just desserts and, elsewhere in the park, a
rather agitated-looking giant gorilla.
For a jungle excursion, head for Southern Ridges, a 9km trail
connecting a series of Singapore’s lushest green spaces. If you’re
not up for the whole hike, the 4km section between Kent Ridge
Park and Mount Faber is one of the best, taking in a canopy-level
stroll through Forest Walk and over the striking Henderson
Waves pedestrian bridge.
Travel ideas
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The newly opened National
Gallery is a cultural standout
thanks to its vast collection
of art and repurposing of
historical buildings.

When it comes to reinventing itself, Singapore never
disappoints. Few cities unveil new attractions as frequently as
the Lion City and it's packing some serious cultural punch.
Opening last year to celebrate Singapore’s 50th anniversary,
the National Gallery features a modern art collection consisting
of more than 8,000 pieces. While there, check out the rooftop
gardens and the preserved features of the building’s former life
as a Supreme Court. Then head to Smith Marine, Singapore's
first kelong (floating) restaurant near Pulau Ubin. While it has
been around since 2006, it opened its doors to the public last
year and offers a unique escape from the hustle and bustle.
Singapore’s weather can be seriously steamy but there’s a
fun way to escape the heat. While there are other places in the
world where you can hone your skills on an indoor ski slope,
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the Lion City has taken it a step further. By using a synthetic
snow substitute instead of the real thing, Urban Ski has done
away with the need for bulky ski gear. The slope itself works like
a treadmill, constantly revolving beneath you, so you never have
to trudge back to the top of the slope. Whether you opt for a
skiing or snowboarding lesson, fun is guaranteed.
Here’s something we bet you didn’t know: Singapore has its
own system of coral reefs, containing more than 250 species
of hard corals. To protect them, the country’s first marine park
has been created at Sisters’ Islands, to the south of the main
island of Singapore. Two diving trails get you up close to sea life
including clams, starfish, sea slugs and seahorses, while guided
walks are also on offer at low tide. Book through Singapore’s
National Parks service.

Photos: Getty Images, Darren Soh

Singapore’s
new attractions

SINGAPORE

C L O C KW I S E
FROM LEFT
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Lose yourself
in this charming,
heritage-rich
Peranakan
neighbourhood
of Katong, famous
for its colourful
shophouses –
perfect for all
the Instagramworthy shots.
Take in one
of more than
8,000 artworks
at Singapore’s new
pièce de résistance:
the National Gallery
arts institution.
Go skywalking
through the
Supertrees at
Gardens by the Bay.
Foodies are in
for a real treat
in Singapore.

Linger longer
Forget the three-day break: there are
some very good reasons to extend your
Singapore stay. Try these on for size.

Eat more. Singapore is one of
the world’s great gourmet destinations,
with everything from hawker food to
fine dining. The longer you stay, the
more chicken rice you can eat.
Get arty. Singapore’s art scene
is underrated. Whether you prefer
the classic collections of the National
Gallery and the ArtScience Museum,
or the street art in Kampong Glam,
there is plenty to choose from.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more
advice on Singapore holidays, including the
latest deals from Singapore Airlines. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.

Enjoy the outdoors. Singapore
is a refreshingly green city. Follow a
forest trail through Bukit Timah Nature
Reserve, take a seaside cycle in East
Coast Park or enjoy birdwatching in
Sungei Buloh Wetland Reserve.
Take your time. Trying to rush
through attractions such as S.E.A.
Aquarium or Universal Studios leaves
everyone frazzled. Devote a day or two
to each and everyone will enjoy it more.

Venture out. Head off the
tourist trail to discover happening
neighbourhoods such as Tiong Bahru,
with its Art Deco architecture, and
Bukit Timah, home to PasarBella market.
Switch to island time. Singapore’s
neighbouring islands offer surprising
escapes from the city. Locals love rustic
Pulau Ubin, with its mangroves and
rubber trees, and the Sisters’ Islands,
for their unique marine environment.
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Macao:
Make a date with
Words: Sheriden Rhodes

The Fireworks
Display Contest erupts
over Macao’s city skyline.
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DIVERSE, INTRIGUING
AND FULL OF SURPRISES,
THE ONCE SLEEPY
MACAO IS ALL GROWN
UP AND SHINING ITS
LIGHT LIKE NEVER
BEFORE. HERE’S WHY
YOU NEED TO VISIT...

MACAO

Photo: MGTO

Macao is fast becoming Asia’s
latest ‘it’ destination and it’s not hard
to see why. Whether you’re wanting
internationally recognised restaurants,
affordable hotels and resorts, sublime
spas, glamour, glitz and world-class
entertainment, this busy peninsula (aka
Macau) has it all. It’s also blessed with a
rich history and a fascinating confluence
of Chinese and Portuguese culture.
Here in this tiny outpost – once the
most important commercial and cultural
crossroad between Europe and Asia –
they found more than they expected.
Scratch beneath the surface and today’s
traveller does too.
The historic heart of Macao, granted
World Heritage status in 2005, lies in
sharp juxtaposition to the development
that has rapidly sprung up around
it. Streetscapes and piazzas, age-old
Portuguese churches, temples, forts,
and Moorish barracks sit side-by-side
with high-tech skyscrapers, colossal
shopping malls, concert halls and
striking neon-lit architecture.

Macao’s unique mix of cultures and
customs meanwhile is reflected in the
form of Macanese fusion – the earliest
known form of fusion cuisine. Macanese
food, a blend of Portuguese, African,
Southeast Asian and Chinese cooking,
is having its turn in the limelight, while
the arrival of internationally-renowned
restaurant brands and celebrity chefs
have taken Macao’s culinary scene to
dizzy new heights.
Today Macao offers the best of old
and new Asia. There’s the world’s highest
Bungy jump, gondoliers serenading
visitors along faux Venetian canals,
Michelin-star cuisine, the bright lights
of the Cotai Strip, luxurious spas and
dazzling shows. Turn a corner and narrow
alleyways and cobblestone streets lead
you through quaint villages, where flowers
spill from planter boxes of charming
pastel buildings; old men play a fiercely
competitive game of mahjong in the
street; and shopkeepers stop to gossip.
You’ll scratch your head wondering
whether you’re in Asia or Europe.

Macao’s
top 8

01 Family fun

Macau Tower – the 10th tallest freestanding
tower in the world – offers a bird’s-eye view
of the city, across to China. A glass-floored
section in the observation lounge gives the
impression of standing on thin air, yet is
tame compared to what else is on offer. The
more adventurous can take a thrilling walk
around the main outer rim – 233m above
ground – or do a white knuckle climb of the
mast at 338m. Alternatively, fling yourself off
the tower on the world’s highest sky jump.
Meanwhile, Coloane’s international
go-kart track is complete with a 1.25km
circuit, grandstand, control tower and
children’s track. Take a spin on the Golden
Reel, or time yourself on the fast flowing
rapids of the world’s longest skytop aquatic
adventure ride at Galaxy Macau (also
home to a luxe rooftop pool). At Studio
City kids can take a ride on the thrilling
4D Batman Dark Flight. Or for a more
sedate experience, let a gondolier serenade
you as he poles you along man-built canals
within the Venetian Macao. It’s naff but fun.

Dusk falls over
Macao’s Ritz Carlton
and surrounds.

02 Let’s eat

Macao is one of Asia’s best-kept culinary
secrets and offers everything from the
finger-lickin’ street food to the giddy heights
of fine dining. At a handful of places offering
authentic Macanese cuisine, such as

LEFT TO RIGHT
The Grand Lisboa Hotel;
fresh Portuguese tarts.
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Restaurant Litoral, you can try the spicy
African chicken and Portugese fried rice
with tomato sauce and chorizo. The local
dessert, serradura – Macanese sawdust
pudding – is another must try.
Inside the lotus-shaped Grand Lisboa
Hotel, goldfish-shaped dumplings and
barbecue pork buns fashioned into
adorable hedgehogs are the order of the
day at the three Michelin-star restaurant,
The Eight. The French fine diner and three
Michelin-star Robuchon au Dome is also
found here on the 43rd floor.
In the quaint village of Taipa, the muchlauded António, run by larger-than-life chef
António Coelho, is the place for traditional
Portuguese fare. Over on the adjoining
island of Coloane, a historic fishing village,
crowds jostle for Lord Stow Cafe’s famous
flaky Portuguese tarts, straight from the
oven. Try stopping at one!

MACAO

03 Show business

Macao offers multiple venues to take in
a show. See the sexy spectacular Taboo
and the blockbuster House of the Dancing
Water, the world’s largest water-based
show, at the City of Dreams. Over at Studio
City, the newest entertainment hotel
precinct on the Cotai Strip, the recentlyopened House of Magic, is packing in the
crowds. It’s not David Copperfield, but
nonetheless a thoroughly entertaining show
by illusionist Franz Harary, backed up by a
cast of dancers. Kids, meanwhile, can have
breakfast and watch Shrek and the rest of
the ‘DreamWorks Gang’ on stage at Sands
Cotai Central.

04 For culture vultures

No visit to Macao is complete without
ascending the 68 stone stairs of the Ruins
of St Paul, an early 17th-century Jesuit
church that offers terrific views over the city
through its baroque facade. From there, visit
the A-Ma Temple, Moorish Barracks and
fascinating Lu Kau Mansion, the former
home of a prominent Chinese merchant.
Admire the two-storey brick courtyard
house with architectural characteristics
of a typical xiguan (Chinese residential
building). Afterwards be sure to drop by
the Tak Seng On museum, a preserved
early 20th-century pawn shop.

Photos: MGTO

The House of the Dancing
Water show at the City of
Dreams is a must see.

The Ruins of St Paul
await... but be prepared to
work up a sweat on the way.

Day or night, the Moorish
Barracks are an architectural
delight and worth a look.
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05 Neon lights

Come dusk, Macao lights up in spectacular
fashion. The Grand Lisboa in the city’s
central entertainment district is famous
for its showy lights. Cross the road for the
hourly Water Fountain Show at the Wynn
Hotel. Studio City, Galaxy Macau, and in
fact the entire Cotai Strip, dazzle with their
flashy neon lights come sundown.

06 Time for tea?

Many of Macao’s old teahouses are fast
disappearing, however you can still seek
respite from the bustling streets, and be
guaranteed a pot of steaming hot tea, at
Long Wa Tea House. Tea and dim sum
are served all day at this quaint teahouse
near the famous Red Market with windows
opening onto the street below. In days gone
by, men used to bring their pet birds in
cages to socialise and have tea. The Macao
Tea Culture House, housed in a neo-colonial
mansion adjacent to the serene Lou Lim
Ieoc Garden, is a museum dedicated to
the Chinese tradition of tea drinking.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT
A room with a view at the world-class Galaxy Macau;
the baroque facade of the 17th century ruins of St
Paul’s Church; the Grand Prix Museum; get among the
bustle of shopping on Macao’s streets; pet birds were
historically brought to Long Wa Tea House.

08 Cars and wine
07 Retail therapy

Everything from high-end brands, antiques and electronics are on offer in Macao. The
Venetian Hotel offers 650 brand names along its maze of ‘streets’, Studio City features
a cast of luxury high-end stores, while the city’s historic heart near Senado square offers
everything from shoe shops, fabric and book stores, to clothing outlets, antiques and
tea shops. Rua da Felicidade, made famous by Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom,
offers shops selling dried beef, sugar cane, snakes and other traditional Chinese delicacies.
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The Grand Prix Museum displays more
than 20 racing cars famous for being driven
by world-class drivers, electric-operated
motorcars and accessories related to the
Macau Grand Prix. The museum allows
visitors to retrace the history of car racing
and view memorabilia of top drivers, such
as the late Ayrton Senna. Afterwards,
step across to the Wine Museum, the only
known museum in the world dedicated
to the subject of Portuguese wine.

MAC AO STAGES SOME OF THE WORLD’S MOST
COLOURFUL AND CELEBRATED EVENTS.
28th Macao International
Fireworks Display Contest
3, 10, 15 & 24 September
& 1 October, 2016

Universally acclaimed as one of the best
of its kind, this world-class pyrotechnic
shoot-out can be witnessed from multiple
vantage points on the Macao Peninsula
and adjacent Taipa Island.

63rd Macau Grand Prix
17–20 November, 2016

Photos: MGTO

The legendary Macau Grand Prix –
now in its sixth decade – pits the world’s
best motorcycle, World Touring Car
Championship (WTCC) and Formula
3 racers against each other and the clock
along the narrow, twisting Guia street circuit.

Parade through Macao, Latin City
4 December 2016
Held annually to mark the anniversary
of Macao’s handover to China, this

fabulous cultural event involves a colourful
procession through the streets of Macao’s
historic quarters. It’s led by several foreign
performing groups and hundreds of talented
local artists. A definite one for the diary.

The Macau Marathon
4 December, 2016

First hosted by Macao in 1981, this
international event attracts large numbers
of local and international long-distance
runners. The full course includes the
Peninsula, Taipa and Coloane, while the
half-marathon and mini-marathon attract
budding amateur runners.

Chinese New Year Parade
January, 2017

More than 1,000 performers including
a 238m-long golden dragon and dancing
lions, along with an impressive fireworks
and multimedia show, feature in this
fabulous float parade.

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
Talented local and foreign performers mark Macao’s
Handover to China; Macau Grand Prix showcases the
best racing drivers in the business.

Getting there

The most direct way to get to Macao is
through Hong Kong International Airport,
but you can also fly to Macao International
Airport via many Asian hubs.
Alternatively, Macao is a 55-minute ferry
ride from downtown Hong Kong and
Kowloon, or 50 minutes from Hong Kong
International Airport via the SeaExpress
or Cotai Water Jet ferry services.
Visit your local Flight Centre for more advice
on Macao holidays, including the latest flight
deals from Cathay Pacific.
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The

Golden
Route

FOR A GLIMPSE INTO JAPAN,
EXPLORE THE FOOD-OBSESSED
CITIES OF TOKYO AND OSAKA,
THEN HIKE A HISTORICAL HIGHWAY
COMPLETE WITH SPIRITUAL SHRINES
Words: Ben Groundwater
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J A PA N

Mount Fuji, Hakone, historic Kyoto and
Nara, the ancient capital in the centre, to
buzzing, pulsating Osaka at the route’s
southern end.
In Tokyo you get to see the country’s
hyper-modern side, the dings and flashes
and whirs of one of the world’s great cities,
a place of high-rise hotels and basement
clubs, of sporting arenas, designer shops,
record stores, restaurants, games arcades,
and everything in between.
As soon as you get on that shinkansen
(bullet train) and head south, everything
changes. Tokyo disappears and the peace of
the countryside awaits. Hakone has onsen
and views of the mountains, including
towering Mount Fuji. Nara is an ancient
capital full of temples and historic sights.
Mount Koya, or Koyasan, is a mist-shrouded
area of traditional Buddhist monasteries.
And then you have the neighbouring cities
of Kyoto and Osaka, so close to each other
and yet so vastly different, the former a
historic capital of temples and palaces, the
latter a thriving modern metropolis home to
some of Japan’s best casual dining. They’re
opposites, yet they exist side-by-side, like
so much in this contradictory country.

Photos: Alamy, Getty Images, iStock

There’s no other place in the world
quite like Japan. Somewhere so foreign and
yet so welcoming; so strange, yet so familiar.
Japan embraces the old as passionately as
the new, offering contrasts and surprises to
visitors who think they’ve seen it all.
Japan is a country with an all-pervasive
culture that’s as fascinating as it is unique,
an experience of extremes that can run from
the peace and spirituality of a centuries-old
monastery hidden high in the mountains to
the lights and chaos of a megalopolis at play.
You haven’t truly seen Japan until you’ve
soaked up some of its unique charms:
bathing in an onsen hot-spring on a cold
winter’s day; slurping ramen noodles
surrounded by harried salarymen; feeling
the ground shake at a sumo wrestling
match; drinking tea in a perfectly manicured
garden; playing videogames in a Tokyo
arcade; climbing to the top of Mount Fuji.
There’s almost too much to do here,
too much to experience, which is why it’s
good to have a starting point, a way to ease
into everything the country has to offer.
That starting point is the Golden Route,
a pathway that leads through some of the
country’s true highlights, from Tokyo past

FROM LEFT
A trip to Osaka isn't
complete without
trying takoyaki;
literally ‘Pure Water
Temple’, Kiyomizudera is a must-see
attraction in Kyoto.
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Japan for the
foodie fanatic
If ever there was an example of
how seriously the Japanese take their food,
it’s here on the shelf of a convenience store
in downtown Tokyo. I’m presented with
rows of fresh Japanese cuisine, everything
from sushi and onigiri (rice balls) to dried
squid and cute little sandwiches.
This is not the pinnacle of the local
gastronomic scene, but it’s an indication
of just how important food is to Japanese
people. When the cheap eats on the
shelves of the convenience stores look as
good as this, what is everything else like?
The answer: amazingly good. If you
think Japanese food begins and ends with
sushi, then you’re in for one super-sweet
surprise. The cuisine of this island nation
is as varied and interesting as the people
and culture – it’s everything from tiny
back-alley noodle shops and expat-filled
fusion joints to cheap pub grub and fancy
Michelin-starred haute cuisine.
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Words: Ben Groundwater

Though the food at this convenience
store is undeniably good, I’m choosing not
to eat here today, because there are just
so many options in Tokyo. Instead, I’m
heading to a place called Kushiwakamaru,
a neighbourhood yakitori restaurant in the
Nakameguro district. Yakitori is a simple
concept – skewers of meat grilled over hot
coals – that, typically for the Japanese, has
been elevated to an art form.
The very freshest pieces of chicken are
roasted to perfection at Kushiwakamaru.
I watch as the chef, who really should be
called an artist, flips the skewers while
gently coaxing more heat out of the coals
with a paper fan. The result: delicious.
You can’t, however, restrict yourself simply
to yakitori, the same way you can’t restrict
yourself purely to Tokyo. How about Kyoto,
which has the world’s highest number of
Michelin stars per capita? Here it’s all about
delicate perfection, about the art of kaiseki,

multi-course meals once designed for tea
ceremonies and now enjoyed by locals
and visitors alike. Kaiseki-style food is as
meticulous as it is delicious, a series of
dishes designed to showcase seasonal local
cuisine as well as the skills of the chef.
Just a short train ride away lies Osaka,
the yin to Kyoto’s yang; a city of gourmands
who don’t care how fancy it looks, as long
as it tastes good. The specialty in Osaka is
takoyaki, fried balls of dough with octopus
tentacles, and you’ll always find the good
purveyors thanks to the queues that wind
down the street almost 24 hours a day.
Then there’s Hiroshima, another delight
favoured by food-obsessed folk, where
you have to try the okonomiyaki – a sort of
Japanese pancake with a fried mess of egg,
noodles, cabbage, bacon and seafood. It’s
amazingly good, far greater than the sum
of its parts. But then, that’s Japanese food
all over. Even at a tiny corner store.

J A PA N

C L O C KW I S E
FROM TOP LEFT

Cheap eats of
every description
compete for your
attention here.
A traditional
Japanese pancake
made just how
you like it.
These dainty
morsels are as
meticulous as they
are delicious.
The more
signage the better
when it comes to
being noticed in
downtown Osaka.
Onigiri – Japanese
rice balls.
Food in Japan is
serious business,
from back-alley bars
to haute cuisine.
A steaming hot
bowl of ramen
noodle soup?
The pinnacle of
perfection.
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C L O C KW I S E
FROM TOP LEFT

Mount Fuji seems
to float serenely
in the distance as
autumn leaves fall.
Geothermal hot
springs invite weary
travellers to rest
and relax.
A brew of matcha
tea offers greater
health benefits than
regular green tea.
Girls dressed in
elaborate yukata.
The gates to the
revered Hakone
Shrine stand on the
shores of Lake Ashi.
Amazake-chaya is
the last remaining
teahouse on the
old road that linked
Tokyo and Kyoto in
feudal days.
Two climbers
begin their descent
from the summit of
Mount Fuji.
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Japan for the
avid adventurer

The pungent scent of moss on
cool stone hangs in the air as I pick
my way down the 400-year-old trail.
Birdsong pierces the air, hototogisu
(cuckoo) competing with kojukei
(bamboo partridge) for the sweetest tune.
Occasionally I meet another hiker and
we exchange greetings: Konnichiwa!
A curiosity for history is what’s brought
me to the Old Tokaido Road, a highway
linking Tokyo and Kyoto. In Hakone, a
section is available for hiking, starting at
the Hakone Checkpoint, one of the old
road’s restored way stations. The path
then follows a stroll along majestic Cedar
Avenue to the town of Moto-Hakone on
the banks of Lake Ashi, where Mount Fuji
can be glimpsed in the distance behind the
floating torii gate of Hakone Shrine.
A few kilometres through the woods, the
Amazake-chaya teahouse appears around
a bend, its thatched roof reminiscent of
bygone Japan. The teahouse has provided
Tokaido travellers respite for hundreds of
years. I stop in for a bite, a chewy mochi

Words: Selena Hoy

cake with a dab of sweet red bean paste
doused in soy powder, with green tea.
At the end of my hike in Hatajuku, I visit
Shugenji Temple and admire some wood
mosaic shops before jumping on a bus to
Hakone Yumoto, where I indulge in one
of the town’s famous hot springs.
But those tantalising Mount Fuji views
spur me to see her up close. Summiting
Mount Fuji is Japan’s most famous hike,
and everyone should do it once. It’s so
revered that there’s a special sect of the
native Shinto religion dedicated to Mount
Fuji devotion; pilgrims have been visiting
the Fujiko Sengen shrines at the base
of the mountain to pray for a successful
ascent for more than half a millennium.
I make a stop here, asking the spirit of
the mountain to grant me a safe climb.
I start at the fifth station. It’s not lonely
up here; the trail is open only for a few
months in summer, and hikers young and
old populate the path. A couple, kitted out
in technical-looking clothing, step briskly
past me as I approach the seventh station.

As I climb into the ninth station, I enter
another world. Although down below it’s
midsummer, with people in tank tops
sweating in the muggy heat, here it’s
cold and distant. I stop at a viewpoint to
look down and think about all the people
looking up, but all I can see is clouds.
I reach the summit at sunset. As I hike
around the cone, the world turns golden
and pink and the sea glints in the distance.
I’ve made it to the top of Japan.
As I descend the mountain in the rapidly
deepening darkness, I’m already planning
my next adventure: cycling the Shimanami
Kaido, a road down in Hiroshima that
crosses the Seto Inland Sea. I’ve seen the
heights of this country; now I want to see
the depths.

Love to ski or board?

Grab a copy of our snow edition #2 for a special
feature on skiing and boarding in Japan. Order your
copy online at flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600.
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SEOUL TRAVELLER
FROM ULTRA-MODERN CITYSCAPES AND HEART-STARTING LOCAL
DELICACIES TO THE EERIE SILENCE OF ANCIENT TOMBS, SOUTH
KOREA HAS MUCH TO OFFER THE CURIOUS TRAVELLER
Words: Matt Flemming

On the drive
from Gangneung
to Pyeongchang,
Chinese cabbage
farms and rolling
hills provide
pretty scenery.
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S O U T H KO R E A

the city of Jeonju in North Jeolla Province.
And after a two-and-half-hour drive, we
arrive just in time for lunch and head
directly to central Jeonju to sample the
local specialty, bibimbap.
While this scrumptious dish can be
found in virtually every city and town in
Korea, few would dispute Jeonju’s status as
the home of bibimbap. The Jeonju version
consists of rice served in a brass bowl
topped with dried seaweed, bean sprouts,
bracken stems, spinach, cucumber,
mushrooms and Korean radish along with
a raw egg, a dollop of fiery fermented red
pepper paste right in the middle and a neat
portion of raw beef strips coated in sesame

oil on top. I opt for a version of the dish
called dolsot-bibimbap, which is the same
as regular bibimbap except that it arrives
at our table in a sizzling hot stone bowl,
making the rice at the bottom crispy.
After lunch, we explore the Hanok
Village, home to 800 traditional wooden
homes, to catch a glimpse of what life
was like in Korea hundreds of years ago.
The houses are slightly elevated to allow
for a heating system called ondol, which
warms the rooms with a furnace that heats
the floors from below. The roofs are made
from ceramic tiles, while the window, door
frames and walls are lined with traditional
paper called hanji.

Photo: Getty Images

As a resident of South Korea’s
largest city for six years, I have lived the
bbali-bbali (hurry! hurry!) lifestyle where
everything keeps moving at a frenetic
pace – it’s like living in a time-lapse video.
It hits all the senses – it’s entertaining,
it’s enthralling but at times it’s exhausting.
For a Seoulite, getting out of town for
a few days provides respite from city
life, a chance to experience eclectic food
cultures, natural vistas, beguiling historical
landmarks and a more relaxed way of life.
So when a good friend of mine comes
to visit, I decide that a road trip is in order.
We set out in a rented car equipped with
an English-language navigation system for
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The Gyeongju Historic
Areas feature a treasure
trove of relics, including the
Bulguksa Temple”

Jeonju residents also have a passion
for makgeolli. This milky rice wine, served
chilled in kettles or ceramic jugs and
sipped from small bowls, feels like the
perfect drink for reminiscing with an old
friend. We explore one of the city’s many
makgeolli alleys and slide into a bar and
order a locally brewed bottle and pair
it with a sumptuous plate of moist tofu,
boiled pork belly and stir-fried kimchi.
The next morning, we drive 250km
southeast to Busan, a bustling metropolis
of 3.4 million residents and a hub of
industry. Busan still somehow maintains
the feel of a country town, making it all the
more pleasant to explore.
This is a city that loves to go to the beach,
and on summer weekends it can feel like
everyone in town has claimed some prime
real estate on the white sands of Haeundae,
Korea’s most famous beach. The area
surrounding this 1.5km-long crescent strip
of sand in the heart of the city is also famed
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for its many restaurants and pumping
nightlife scene. However, we opt for the
slightly less crowded Gwangalli Beach
across town for our dose of sunshine.
Busan also has some absolutely epic
markets. The expansive Gukje Market
has vendors selling almost every type
of retail item you can name, with entire
alleys devoted to shoes, jewellery, clothing,
leather goods, imported foods and probably
whatever you are looking for if you search
hard enough. This is a haggler’s paradise.
The Jagalchi Fish Market is yet another
exchange of massive proportions, with a
staggering variety of fish and seafood on
display. We find a couple of plastic stools
and a table at one of the many food tents
and feast on fresh local sashimi, which
we wash down with shots of soju, Korea’s
ubiquitous (to say the least) clear spirit.
Next on our jam-packed itinerary is
Gyeongju, a quick 85km drive to the north.
The city was the capital of the ancient Silla

Kingdom, which ruled from 57 BC until
935 AD, and the Gyeongju Historic Areas
(a UNESCO World Heritage site) feature
a treasure trove of relics from this era,
including the Bulguksa Temple, which
was first built nearly 1,500 years ago.
We visit the temple complex and explore
the Seokguram Grotto, where we stand
in awe of its venerable statue of Buddha.
Perhaps the most iconic image of
Gyeongju is its ancient burial mounds,
which can be found in clusters throughout
the city. We visit the Daereungwon Tomb
Complex and its 23 burial mounds, such as
the Cheonmachong tomb, where we get to
take a peek into the interior.
The next leg of our journey is the longest
– a five-hour drive up the east coast to the
city of Gangneung in Gangwon Province.
The drive along National Route 7 passes
through small coastal villages, picturesque
beaches and ancient temples perched on
cliffs overlooking the ocean.

Photos: iStock

CLOCKWISE
Bulguksa Temple;
the sprawling
metropolis
of Busan;
locally brewed
makgeolli.

S O U T H KO R E A

Take a stroll
through quaint
Hanok Village
and immerse
yourself in
traditional
Korean culture.

We arrive in Gangneung, a seaside city
that will be in the spotlight when the 2018
Winter Olympics come to Pyeongchang, to
the west. Gangneung will host curling, short
track skating and ice hockey.
As we make our way back towards Seoul,
we pass through the rolling mountains
of Pyeongchang County, already a major
destination for winter sports in Asia. The
brand new Alpensia Resort will host the
Olympic opening and closing ceremonies
and most of the outdoor sports, while
the nearby Yongpyong Resort will host
the technical alpine skiing events. These
resorts offer some of the best skiing and
snowboarding in East Asia, with an array
O C K W I pensions
SE
ofC Lhotels,
and spas amid the
FROM TOP LEFT
From
Santa Barbara
–
magnificent
scenery
and abundant snow.
the stomping ground
Another
of the
rich – to230km
famous brings us back to Seoul,
eatery
Neptune’s
Netjourney, which has left us
completing
our
and the small town
with
unforgettable
memories and a deeper
of Harmony, a road
trip
will allow you to
understanding
of why South Korea is one of
discover the diamonds
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WAY
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Seoul highlights
Seoul is a complex, multifaceted city, with
so much to see and do. Before exploring
the rest of the country, it’s worth spending
at least a few days in Seoul, which will truly
allow you to understand the contrasts.
A good strategy for any visitor is to try
to experience a little bit of everything
that forms the city’s identity: Myeongdong
for pop culture; Insadong for traditional
culture; Gyeongbokgung Palace for history;
a Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) tour for
an understanding of politics; Itaewon
for modern nightlife; Cheongdam for
all things luxurious; and affluent
Gangnam for a slice of the high life.

BUSAN

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more
advice and the latest deals on travelling to
South Korea. Go to flightcentre.com.au
or call 131 600 24 hours.
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Meet the main
attraction: elephants
in their jungle home
at eco-friendly
Elephant Hills.

Jumbo
tales

HIDDEN IN THE MOUNTAINOUS
RAINFOREST OF SOUTHERN
THAILAND, AN ETHICAL RESORT
ALLOWS VISITORS TO EXPERIENCE AN
ANIMAL ADVENTURE LIKE NO OTHER
Words: Julie Miller
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THAILAND
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The eco adventure
of a lifetime, set amid
spectacular Thai jungle.
Sleeping in a safaristyle tent is part of the
experience.

Interacting with
these majestic
creatures is
unforgettable.

An inquiring trunk curls around
my two-year-old granddaughter’s hand,
gently encouraging her to release an
overripe banana into its probing tip. Ellie
chortles with delight, not at all intimidated,
and dives into the basket at her feet to find
more fruity treats for the persistent creature.
Ever since she could open a picture book,
Ellie has been obsessed with animals,
especially her grey namesake with flapping
ears and heralding trunk. Now, in a jungle
camp in southern Thailand, she’s face-toknee with the creature of her dreams, an
encounter that this doting grandmother
hopes will inspire her for years to come.
This memorable experience is taking
place at Elephant Hills, a luxury tented
camp on the fringe of the Khao Sok
National Park, about 170km north of Phuket
in Surat Thani province. This is not your
typical multi-generational family holiday with
waterslides and kids’ clubs; indeed, taking
a toddler on an eco-adventure does have its
challenges, not least keeping an eagle eye on
a rambunctious toddler in the proximity of
very large animals!
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She’s
face-to-knee
with the
creature of
her dreams”
Elephant Hills states that its multi-day
packages are not recommended for
under-four-year-olds; children over the
age of one, however, are still welcome
at parental discretion.
My daughter and I are also informed
upfront that two of the set activities on
our three-day Jungle Safari – kayaking on
the Sok River and jungle trekking – are
unsuitable for young children. Instead, we
can spend the allocated time relaxing by
the pool at the resort – a welcome option
in the pre-monsoonal heat.
The recipient of a swag of tourism and
green initiative awards, Elephant Hills
is considered one of Thailand’s most

eco-friendly tourist ventures, with an
emphasis on treading lightly, protecting
its fragile jungle environment, supporting
local communities and offering ethical,
cruelty-free elephant encounters.
The debate of ‘to ride or not to ride’ is a
hot topic in tourism at the moment, no more
so than in Thailand where the image of
happy tourists plodding around on the backs
of majestic elephants has been an integral
part of the country’s marketing campaign for
decades. The reality is that trekking camps
often overwork their elephants, keep them
in less than ideal conditions and restrict
their freedom with chains. Many major tour
companies now no longer include elephant
trekking on their itineraries, which has left
elephant owners in tricky circumstances,
sometimes unable to make a living to feed
their charges.
Elephant Hills, however, seems to
have found a model that works for
the elephants, their owners and visitors.
The 11 resident pachyderms at Elephant
Hills’ riverside camp, gloriously located
against a backdrop of soaring limestone

THAILAND

Rooms with a
view at the tranquil
lakeside camp.

Photos: Elephant Hills

Elephant Hills’
floating camp on
Cheow Larn Lake.

peaks, are mostly retirees from logging
and trekking industries, and now spend
their days interacting in a far less
exploitative environment.
From a raised platform, we watch the
elephants take a mud bath in a murky pond,
before retiring to a wash bay where we
help their mahout carers scrub them clean.
Then it’s back to the platform for a fruity
feast, definitely our toddler’s favourite part
of the experience.
Back at camp, the elephant theme
continues in the airy lobby, scattered
with oversized wooden carvings of
Thailand’s national symbol. The adjoining
restaurant, with its cathedral ceiling and
open sides, overlooks a swimming pool
and landscaped tropical gardens, where
35 African-style safari tents blend into
the jungle environment.
Despite searing daytime temperatures,
nights in this mountainous region are
considerably cooler, and we are lulled to
sleep in our spacious and very comfortable
ensuite tent by the drone of insects and the
distant whoop of gibbons.

The wrinkly
giants enjoying
their mud bath.

The following morning we prepare for
our next adventure: a full-day excursion to
Elephant Hills’ second camp, located on
Cheow Larn Lake in the heart of the national
park. This man-made reservoir, created in
1982 when the valley was flooded for a
hydro-electricity project, is one of the region’s
scenic wonders, flanked by impressive karst
topography and lined with pristine rainforest.
Elephant Hills’ base is one of several floating
raft-house camps on the lake, and with
boat-only access, it’s one of the most tranquil
locations in all of Thailand.
Overnight accommodation here is
included in Elephant Hills’ popular
two-night Jungle Lake Safari package,
which is restricted to children aged over
seven. We soon realise the sense in this:
the deepwater lake can be a hazardous
environment for non-swimmers, with Ellie
testing our mettle as she races along the
boardwalk in search of fish to feed.
After a buffet lunch, we strap her into
her pram for a nap, utilising one of the
spare tents for peace and quiet. Ellie has
no intention of snoozing, however, and my

daughter and I take turns supervising
her while the other takes a sneaky swim
or paddle in the complimentary kayaks.
Anticipating a quiet final morning
back at the main camp while our fellow
guests embark on their jungle trek, we are
delighted by a surprise invitation – to join
another family on an impromptu visit to
the elephant village. Second time around,
Ellie knows the drill well, and is even more
confident and bold, joining in the bathing
routine and ensuring every elephant eats
its fair share of sugar cane.
Later, I will ask my granddaughter
what she did on her holiday in Thailand.
“Feed elephants,” she tells me, raising her
arm to demonstrate the motion of the trunk.
She’s a wildlife warrior in the making
– and I couldn’t be more proud.

Want more info?

Visit your local Flight Centre for more advice on
eco-friendly holidays in Thailand and the latest deals.
Go to flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.
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FIVE MORE
ECO-FRIENDLY
RESORTS IN
THAILAND
01

ANANTARA GOLDEN TRIANGLE

Walk with giants

The highlight of this luxury, all-inclusive
resort, nestled in the jungle on the border
of Laos, Myanmar and Thailand, is its
own elephant village, where elephants
rescued from the streets live alongside their
mahout families. Guests can interact with
the elephants in several unique ways, from
mahout training courses to learning about
elephant behaviour from resident experts.
You can also accompany the elephants on
their daily walk through the jungle, where
you’ll learn about their intriguing biology.
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02

ALEENTA PHUKET RESORT & SPA

Back to nature

Named the Best Small Hotel and Best
Sustainable Hotel in Thailand at the
International Hotel Awards in 2013, Aleenta
Phuket Resort & Spa places an emphasis
on sustainable development within the local
community. Eco-friendly initiatives include
waste-water management, beach clean-ups,
sourcing products locally and adopting the
concept of slow food. The hotel also has its
own turtle foundation to support local turtle
repopulation and rehabilitation. Guests can
even take a two-day turtle release mini break.

03

ZEAVOLA RESORT, PHI PHI ISLAND

Rustic beauty

Want luxury accommodation with a side
of adventure? Zeavola combines luxe stays
with dive adventures that also offer an
opportunity to give back. The resort
was the recipient of the World’s Best
Sustainable Boutique Hotel award in
2014 and has been accredited as a Green
Fin resort by the Phuket Marine Biological
Centre. Green initiatives include coral
regeneration, a monkey rehabilitation
program and supporting the community
by cooking meals for a local school.

THAILAND

Green initiatives include
coral regeneration, monkey
rehabilitation and cooking
meals for a school”
The luxe beachfront
pool villa at Aleenta
Phuket Resort & Spa.

Zeavola Resort’s
pool villa suite is
something special.

04

RIVER KWAI JUNGLE RAFTS

Down by the river

Simplicity, tranquillity and community
support is at the heart of this idyllic
and reasonably-priced resort, which
floats on wooden rafts (made from local
bamboo) on the jungle-lined River Kwai
in Kanchanaburi. Guests can experience
rafting, kayaking, visits to the adjoining Mon
(a minority group from Myanmar) village
and morning elephant meet-and-greets on
the riverbank. There is no electricity at this
resort; cooking is by gas, and the rooms are
lit with kerosene lamps at night.

05

THE TONGSAI BAY, KO SAMUI

Clean and green

Built around existing trees, boulders and
other topographical quirks, this secluded
resort located on a private bay has furthered
its commitment to sustainable tourism by
using no chemicals or pesticides throughout
the property – rooms are green-cleaned with
non-toxic ingredients like baking soda and
vinegar, plastic wrap is banned, food scraps
are sent to an animal shelter and there’s an
organic garden. In keeping with the hotel’s
passion for tranquillity, no motorised water
sports are available.

Another stunning
sunset at Anantara
Golden Triangle.
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Spice trail

COLOURFUL AND CHAOTIC, MESMERISING AND MAGNIFICENT,
INDIA ASTOUNDS IN EVERY SINGLE DIRECTION
Words: Tatyana Leonov
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Chittorgarh Fort

Sprawling across 240ha, this
magnificent historical site has been
granted UNESCO World Heritage status.
Thought to have been built in the 7th
century, the fort and the city inside it
served as the capital of the kingdom of
Mewar in Rajasthan for hundreds of
years. It has had a tumultuous past –
three ferocious attacks – but was returned
to the Rajputs in 1616. Today visitors
can hike the steep zigzag pathway to the
fort where they can explore a plethora of
palaces, temples, towers and ponds.
Travel ideas
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Kerala backwaters

The pace of life in Kerala, a
dreamy coastal state in southern India,
marches to the beat of its own drum.
Bask in the sun on one of the many idyllic
white-sand beaches; amble through quiet
villages, stopping in at tiny hole-in-the-wall
shops for spiced chais with the locals; and
make time to explore the many rainforests
and hill stations while being serenaded by
the sound of the rustling wind. Here you
can also cruise the network of backwaters
in a houseboat, one of Kerala’s highlights.
As you drift along the river, keep your eye
out for indigenous birdlife and say hello to
the local kids waving frantically at you from
the riverbank. Kerala is the place you come
to breathe deeply and bliss out.

One of the New7Wonders of
the World, the Taj Mahal flabbergasts in
its splendour and beauty. The impressive
white marble mausoleum is one of the
most prized and talked-about architectural
marvels on the planet – and, of course,
no journey to India is complete without a
visit here. Its construction took place from
about 1632 to 1648 and the most gifted
masons, carvers, stonecutters, painters,
calligraphers and countless other artists
were summoned from all over Central
Asia for the project. Today people come to
admire the elaborate handiwork, the way
its colours change throughout the day and
the astounding symmetry of architectural
elements throughout.
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Taj Mahal

INDIA

Thar Desert

If you’re seeking an
off-the-beaten-track adventure,
the vast Thar Desert in India’s
northwest is the place to go.
A beautifully barren expanse
of rolling sand dunes and
savannah, its sheer magnitude
and natural beauty humble
the senses. Camel safaris are
one of the most popular ways
to explore the region, with the
desert city of Jaisalmer one of
the best starting points.

Holi Festival

Picture a riot of
colours and people meshed
into one great big party.
Holi, India’s first major Hindu
festival of the year, celebrates
the beginning of spring in style.
It’s a manic and memorable
celebration, often referred to as
the ‘festival of colours’. People
go wild in the streets and spray
each other with colourful dyed
powder to signify the vitality of
the season. Wear old clothes
and be prepared to walk away
looking like a rainbow.
Travel ideas
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Varanasi

One of the oldest
continuously populated cities
in the world, Varanasi is an
intoxicating brew of chaos,
commotion and colour. It’s
also known as one of India’s
holiest cities and is located on
the banks of the sacred River
Ganges. Pilgrims travel to the
riverside ghats to wash away
their sins, while tourists come
to soak up the atmospheric
Varanasi amalgam of temples,
ghats and bazaars.

One of the most
important festivals in India,
Diwali, the ‘festival of lights’,
sees millions of people gather
to pray, watch fireworks and
light candles to commemorate
new beginnings and celebrate
the achievement of good
over evil, represented by light
over darkness. Although the
folklores of the festival differ
across regions of India, the
theme of light is the common
thread and it’s a magnificent
time to visit.
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Diwali

INDIA

India’s bazaars

Want to jump right in for a taster
of traditional India? Shopping at local
markets should be on your must-do list.
Watch life play out as you stroll along
alleyways perusing homemade goods and
listening to the perpetual chatter; stop to
sample street food cooked fresh to order;
and haggle – it’s all part of the fun. India’s
bazaars have everything you could possibly
desire. Fresh spices? Mother-of-pearl
homewares? Cashmere pashminas? You’ll
find it all, plus more.

Folk dancing

Dance is a dynamic part of Indian
culture and watching folk dance is an
enthralling part of an Indian holiday.
Traditional dances vary significantly from
region to region and can include anything
from lively re-enactment demonstrations
and harvest celebrations to women-only
performances. There are literally hundreds
of folk and tribal dance styles, so keep your
eyes open during celebrations and you
might find yourself a lucky bystander.
Alternatively, seek out a tour that includes
dance performances.
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Streetside Sizzle
THERE’S NO NEED TO MAKE RESTAURANT
RESERVATIONS IN VIETNAM WHEN THE BEST
EATS ARE FOUND ON THE STREETS
Words: Anna Howard

inherently woven into the country’s fabric,
best enjoyed hunched over a tiny table while
sitting on a kid-sized plastic chair metres
away from the flow of traffic.
The best restaurants are the ones
hidden in plain sight, serving from
ramshackle shops, hole-in-the-wall haunts
and unassuming carts on the street,
not on rooftops or behind glamorous
glass doors.
Boisterous, frenetic and chaotic,
Vietnam’s streets are an
assault on the senses, as
well as a round-trip route
to flavour town.

Photos: Alamy, Getty Images, John Bek/heneedsfood.com

On my last trip to Vietnam, I found
myself at a ritzy hotel rooftop bar paying the
equivalent of A$7 for lemonade. It wasn’t
the experience I was looking for.
I wanted to keep my feet firmly on the
ground because that’s where Vietnam’s heart
and soul lies. Raw and authentic, it’s the
country’s streetside eateries that are a true
reflection of its culture – and the families
who run these tiny stores tell as much of a
story about Vietnam as its ancient ruins do.
Temple fatigue gets many of us, but few
ever tire of local food. It’s the yin and the
yang; the sweet and the salty; the fresh
and the fermented. Vietnamese food is
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C L O C KW I S E
FROM OPPOSITE

Street food stalls in
colourful alleyways
abound in Vietnam.
A fruit seller takes
time out to enjoy lunch.
Come sunset, Hoi An's
riverside street food
scene takes off.
Pull up a stool and
share the exotic flavours
and spices of the street.
Once you try banh
xeo, a Vietnamese-style
pancake, you’ll never
want to leave.
Roll up, roll up... rival
bun cha restaurants
share the same address
in bustling Hanoi.
Mmm, bun cha. It's
hard to go past the
perfectly balanced
flavours of this classic
Hanoi speciality.
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Hoi An

C L O C K W I S E F R O M T O P Banh mi thit from roadside
stalls hits the spot; hidden hotspot Bale Well is worth
seeking out; a vendor sells che dau hu (tofu pudding
dessert); the famous beef pho soup.

Hanoi

No dish represents Hanoi better than pho.
Pronounced ‘fuh’, not ‘foe’, you’ll find humble
bowls of this herb-scented broth, silken rice
noodles and slices of rare beef
(at its simplest) on almost every corner.
Throw away the guidebook and let your
nose and curiosity lead the way. Thit nuong
(marinated grilled pork) is a common,
mouth-watering aroma that wafts down
bustling streets, as is the sweet bouquet of
Vietnamese coffee. Ca phe sua da is the
most popular variation, loved for its icy
concoction of condensed milk and strong
blend, while egg coffee awards curious
gourmands with a sweet, tiramisu-like treat.
As for another kind of liquid libation,
a no-frills streetside drinking session takes
place at ‘Beer Corner’, the confluence of
Luong Ngoc Quyen and Ta Hien streets,
where people from all walks of life sink
5,000-dong ($A0.30) glasses of draught
beer. The atmosphere is electric.
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The UNESCO World Heritage-listed city of
Hoi An is a rare jewel in Vietnam’s crown.
Mustard yellow facades and bougainvillealined boulevards peppered with temples and
merchant homes are only part of the legacy
that remains from its trading past. The spice
and silk routes between Vietnam and China,
Japan and France, have also had a great
influence on Hoi An’s culinary canon.
Along with variations of classic dishes,
gourmands flock here for the ‘golden
triangle’ of street food specialities:
white rose (translucent pork and prawn
dumplings that resemble a rose); cao lau
(five-spice pork and local greens served
with thick, chewy noodles made from water
sourced from a special well) and com ga
(turmeric-based chicken rice).
The food here draws on the fragrant
trademarks of Vietnamese cuisine, but with
its own distinct heritage and flair. There are
temptations to be found at every turn, from
wandering the heaving Central Market and
its technicolour produce to soaking up the
serenity at the Tra Que Vegetable Village, an
organic herb garden that supplies many of
the restaurants in town.

WHERE TO GET YOUR FIX

Nothing beats banh cuon for breakfast.
At Banh Cuon Gia Tuyen at 14 Pho Hang
Ga, a woman dutifully ladles scoops of
rice flour batter onto a steamer to create a
crepe-like noodle, which she then rolls with
ground pork and diced mushrooms and
sprinkles with coriander, fried onion and
nuoc mam cham (fish sauce).
Bun Cha Dac Kim at 1 Hang Manh in
the Old Quarter is a streetside institution
renowned for its sole dish, bun cha. Think
charred pork floating in a warm nuoc mambased soup best devoured with a mound of
spongy vermicelli noodles, a big handful of
herbs and a hearty side of nem cua (crispy
crab spring rolls).
Stained-black poussins stuffed in Coke
cans with medicinal herbs doesn’t sound,
nor look, appealing, but you’ll be won over
by the tender meat, kumquat juice and salt
dip. Try ga tan at any vendor along Cam Chi
alley at the end of Hang Bong Street.

Hoi An’s location on the banks of the
Thu Bon River serves as the final flourish to
a street food sojourn. As the sun sets, there’s
really no better place to be than crouching
on a stool by the riverbank with a cold beer
in hand as the lanterns begin to flicker.
WHERE TO GET YOUR FIX

Bale Well is a hidden haunt located in
the backstreets at 45-51 Tran Cao Van. It
specialises in do-it-yourself rice paper rolls,
complete with grilled meat, rice paper and
crispy banh xeo. If you’re lucky, the owner
will show you how it’s done.
Bypass the slick cooking schools for a
hands-on class at open-air Hi Restaurant
on 1 Nguyen Phu Chu Street. The laidback
lesson, run by a husband and wife team, is
a great alternative to a classroom scenario.
Better yet, they’ll make you feel like you’re
a part of the family.
Banh mi thit is everywhere, but
Madame Khanh’s is one of the best. Away
from the tourist haunt, at 115 Tran Cao
Van, this tiny shop does a roaring trade in
baguettes filled with paté, char siu pork,
fried egg, homemade pickles, veggies and
a secret sauce. You will be back for seconds.

VIETNAM

Hoi An’s location
on the banks of the
Thu Bon River serves
as the final flourish to a
street food sojourn”
Ho Chi Minh City

Given its reputation as a mega Asian city,
street food in Ho Chi Minh City represents
every enclave and region of the curvaceous
country. Its cuisine collides in an explosion
of flavour. Northern Vietnamese food may
let the ingredients shine, but here, it’s all
about the extra spices and accoutrements.
It’s the tangy tomatoes and pineapple
chunks swimming in tamarind-based canh
chua soup, the chewy discs of banh beo
topped with shrimp powder and, of course,
fragrant bowls of pho spiked with rock
sugar and herbs.

Street smart

Photos: Alamy, Getty Images, John Bek/heneedsfood.com

WHERE TO GET YOUR FIX

Banh xeo, a crispy fried pancake made
from a coconut milk and turmeric batter and
crammed full of pork, prawns, bean sprouts
and mung beans, wrapped in lettuce and
dunked in nuoc mam cham, is a beloved
southern staple. Try it at Banh Xeo 46A
(46 Dinh Cong Trang).
Bot chien is a greasy late-night favourite
of rice cakes fried on a cast-iron hotplate
and served with scrambled eggs, spring
onion, papaya salad and a sweet vinegar
and soy sauce. Most vendors set up their
stations in the evening all around the city.
Che dau hu (a cup of warm or cold tofu)
may not sound like the most pleasant way
to end a meal, but it hits the sweet spot.
Vendors can be hard to find but look for
groups of hip young things and families
gathered on street corners at night.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more advice and
the latest deals on travelling to Vietnam. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.
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With the constant
ebb and flow of
motorbikes, bikes,
buses and cars whirring
through cities, crossing
the street for the
first time in Vietnam
can be terrifying, to say
the least. There are no
crosswalks, traffic lights
or even basic road
rules. ‘Try not to hit
anything’ seems to
be the only guideline.
The constant
stream of motorbikes
can look like absolute
mayhem, but the traffic
works on a ‘school
of fish’ theory and
gently flows around
any obstacles, like
pedestrians. (Note to
self: just don’t test out
that theory with a car
or bus – they always
have right of way.)
Your instincts
might tell you not to
go, but all you have
to do is walk. Step off
the footpath and into
the stream of traffic.
Don’t make a mad
dash; slow and steady
and predictable wins
the race.
Wave your arm
out to the side to
ensure the drivers
know you’re there, and
look straight ahead in
the direction of your
path. No hesitating.
Once you commit
to crossing the street
and you’re on the road,
don’t stop. The drivers
expect you to keep
moving regardless.
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The wild beauty
of

BALI

SLIP AWAY FROM THE MADDENING
CROWDS AND EXPERIENCE THE
NATURAL SIGHTS OF BALI
Words: Ian Lloyd Neubauer
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Bali’s tallest peak,
Mount Agung,
rewards adventurous
morning climbers.
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BALI

When I first visited Bali in 2006
I did what many tourists do. I went to
Kuta, a compression point of hotels, bars,
restaurants and malls on the urbanised
southwest coast. I ate, I danced, I sunbaked
and I shopped. I had loads of fun but at
the same time I knew I was doing myself a
disservice. For beyond the confines of Kuta
is a land with so much natural beauty and
such a rich and colourful culture that it’s
known as the ‘island of the gods’.
“There are about 800 different
incarnations of Bali – and I love every one
of them,” says James Wilkins, a fine arts
photographer from New York living in
Bali. “Take a scooter down a path and you
discover a new waterfall, a beach, a village,
a temple or a shrine. You could spend a
lifetime exploring it.”
In the years that have passed, I’ve been
back to Bali half a dozen times with the
express aim of seeing all 800 of those
incarnations. And while I’m not quite there
yet, I’ve collected a wealth of information
on things to see and do in Bali. Here are
some of the highlights organised into three
regions that will take you beyond the sugarcoated confines of Kuta.

The Bukit Peninsula

Going back a decade, the Bukit Peninsula
in Bali’s deep south was visited only
by surfers who’d make the hour-long
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pilgrimage from Kuta to ride glassy tubes
at Dreamland, Impossible and other secret
beaches hidden under steep coastal cliffs.
Today it is the number one escape for
expats and holidaymakers looking for a
taste of old Bali.
Begin your pilgrimage with a visit to
Kedonganan Market, the largest fish market
in Bali, set just past the airport on Jimbaran
Bay. The best time to see it is at dawn, when
fishermen land brightly coloured outriggers
on the beach and carry wicker baskets
full of snapper, grouper, prawns and other
seafood to market.
Travel south of Jimbaran Bay and you’ll
find the turnoff for Dreamland and Bingin
Beach. Bingin is Bali’s new ‘it’ beach
where visitors spend the day surfing,
exploring the exposed coral reef and
relaxing at cliffside eateries overlooking
the water. My favourites are Kelly’s
Warung, a juice bar with hostel-type
accommodation, and Swamis, which cooks
up a succulent seafood barbecue on the
beach come nightfall.

The next stop you’ll want to make is at
Uluwatu Temple. Perched atop a steep
cliff overlooking the Indian Ocean, the
views from this 11th-century temple are
absolutely gobsmacking. Don’t miss the
daily kecak dance performance at 6pm,
when 50 performers in traditional garb
chant in Hindu while dancing feverishly
to a xylophone assembly.
Fifteen minutes’ drive to the east is
Karma Kandara Resort, where the
equivalent of A$25 buys a ticket on an
inclinator leading down to the Karma
Beach Club – perfect for families with small
children or older folk ill-inclined to walk
down the steep limestone walkway leading
to the beach. Order a wood-fired pizza, grab
a massage, paddle around in the surf or
relax on the fine white sand.
On the northeast corner of the
peninsular is Nusa Dua, a resort enclave
with three attractions that make it well
worth a visit: the Pasifika Museum, a
treasure trove of art from all over the AsiaPacific region; Bumbu Bali, the island’s best

Take a scooter down a path
and you discover a new waterfall,
a beach, a temple or a shrine”

satay restaurant and cooking school; and
Amanusa, the flagship property of Aman,
one of the the world’s most prestigious hotel
chains and the most luxurious place to stay
in Bali. Think Ben-Hur meets Cleopatra’s
palace with pool boys in polo shirts serving
Champagne and caviar.

Photos: Getty Images. Price conversion correct at time of print.

Eastern Bali

Travel to eastern Bali, where Mount Agung,
a volcano revered by the Balinese as the
home of the gods, casts a long shadow
over the villages and rainforests of the coast
in a setting that is the very embodiment of
a tropical fantasy.
East of the capital, Denpasar, near Budbug
Village sits the tranquil town of Candidasa
on the edge of a lagoon. An up-and-coming
coastal hotspot, Candidasa has a large
range of accommodation options varying
from basic cottages to 5-star villas, including
Alila Manggis, where James Wilkins leads
sunrise photography lessons.
North of Candidasa is the village of
Tenganan, the ancestral home of the
indigenous Bali Aga people. The Bali
Aga are known for their ‘double ikat’
weaving technique that produces the most
beautiful sarongs in all of Indonesia – and
the fact that any villager who marries an
outsider must move out of the village.
East of Candidasa is Pasir Putih, or
White Sand Beach, the stuff that
tropical island postcards are made of
– a half-moon bay lined with coconut
trees and kiosks. Access is restricted by
a heavily rutted track or a half-hour boat
ride from Candidasa.
Further to the east, near the village of
Seraya, is the Ujung Water Palace. Built
in 1919 by the last rajah of Karangasem,
the palace features three large ponds
interconnected by footbridges set against
the awesome backdrop of Mount Agung. An
even larger water palace, Tirta Gangga, lies
half an hour to the north.
Near the easternmost point of Bali
sits Amed, a string of fishing villages
reminiscent of Kuta in the 1970s. With
bars decorated with seashells and familyrun boutique hotels, development in Amed
is low-key and locally owned. Rise at dawn
to see fleets of outriggers returning to port
with their morning catch or charter one
yourself for a spot of fishing or to snorkel
over the reef.

CLOCKWISE
FROM FAR LEFT
Uluwatu Temple sits
high above sea level;
a shrine for fresh
flowers; wander
through the serene
Ujung Water Palace;
stop for a dip at
Bingin Beach.
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Rise
at dawn to
see fleets of
outriggers
returning to
port with their
morning catch”

West Bali National Park

It is the least-visited part of Bali but also
the most authentic and untouched – and
getting there is half the fun. Head north
from Denpasar to West Bali National Park,
which cuts through the UNESCO-listed rice
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terraces of central Bali before reaching the
dreamy lakes district.
To your right is Mount Bratan and Bratan
Lake, with an 11-storey Hindu temple on its
shores, while the twin lakes of Buyan and
Tamblingan can be seen to your left.
It’s a great spot for a swim or a ride on a
speedboat, or to buy a snack at a fruit stall
and feed the monkeys. But don’t leave your
valuables unattended even for a second;
Balinese monkeys are expert thieves.
Continuing north, the road curves like a
snake into the cool tropical highlands, past
coffee and clove plantations, giant banyan
trees and bamboo forests until the turnoff
for the highland village of Sambangan.
Make a stop at Shanti Panorama View
Hotel and ask one of their guides to take
you trekking to the Secret Garden, a
lush green gorge by a holy river and four
large waterfalls. The largest waterfall,
Aling-Aling, a roaring 35m high, has a
natural stone waterslide that drops into
a crystal‑clear pool.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more
advice and the latest deals. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.
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For a land-based adventure set your sights
on the summit of Mount Agung. Most people
take a guided tour that involves a late night
pick-up and a pre-dawn climb. Depending on
where you start the walk it will take between
three and seven hours to reach the peak.
Cap off your tour of the east with a night
or two at Sideman, a fairytale-like setting
among rice paddies in the geographic
heart of eastern Bali. German painter
Walter Spies moved here in the 1930s
to escape the commotion of Ubud – a
move contemporary travellers have been
emulating for years. Spend time hiking,
meditating, practising yoga, attending
cooking classes or simply soaking in the
gentle rhythms of village life.

The following day continue along the
main road to Singaraja, the colonial capital
of Bali, before veering west along the coast.
It’s an hour’s drive to the village of Seririt
in Bali’s grape-growing district. Nominally
sold as table grapes, eririt grapes are also
used to make wine. That’s right, Balinese
wine! Try it for yourself at the Hatten Wines
Visitor Welcome Centre, which offers
free wine-tasting and vineyard tours from
Monday through to Saturday.
From Seririt, continue west to
Pemuteran, a laidback seaside village and
hub for dive centres and resorts. Every
morning, boats laden with tourists depart
for short cruises to Menjangan Island. The
centrepiece of West Bali National Park, it is
surrounded by neon-blue waters and coral
reefs bursting with marine life.
Menjangan Island is also home to Gili
Kencana, a candy-coloured temple set on
limestone rock. There are more Hindu
temples on the mainland section of the
park, including Melanting, a 15th-century
edifice on the foothills of Mount Pulaki and
the Pulaki temple, with 360-degree misty
mountain views.
“You should come to this part of Bali
because it’s beautiful, it’s peaceful and
it’s untouched,” says Koman Yas Artika of
Shanti Panorama View Hotel. “We don’t
have bars or nightclubs, but we have peace
with nature.”

FROM LEFT
TO RIGHT
The beautiful
Para Ulun Danu
water temple
on the shores of
Lake Bratan; rice
terraces in
central Bali.
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BEYOND BALI
BALI MAY BE THE MOST POPULAR ISLAND
IN INDONESIA, BUT THERE ARE 18,305 MORE
ISLANDS WAITING TO BE DISCOVERED.
HERE ARE THREE LITTLE PIECES OF PARADISE
FOUND IN BALI’S BACKYARD

01 Lombok

Imagine Bali sans traffic, hawkers or
crowds. Enter Lombok, a volcanic
island due west of Bali that’s
attracting a slow but steady trail of
tourists looking to get off the beaten
path. There is a range of ferries and
speedboats that will get you there
from Bali, and an international
airport in Lombok’s south with
direct connections from Bali, Jakarta
and Singapore.
The most visited part of Lombok
is Senggigi, a strip of palm-fringed
beaches with pockets of small
development on the island’s west
coast. Lombok also has its own Kuta
– a long empty surfing beach on the
south coast with a smattering of wellpriced resorts. But to see the best of
Lombok, hire a driver, motorbike or
taxi and explore the island’s centre,
a velvet-green cornucopia of valleys,
soaring mountains, waterfalls, rice
fields, tobacco plantations and
hamlets that remains practically
untouched by the modern age.
WHY VISIT NOW?

Climb to the rim of Mount Rinjani,
the second-highest volcano in
Indonesia, to see Segara Anak or
‘Child of the Sea’ – an immense
emerald-blue lake within its crater.
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02 Nusa Lembongan

A 30-minute cruise but a million metaphorical
miles away from Kuta, Nusa Lembongan
is a small island southeast of Bali. It was
discovered by surfers about a decade ago
and was a backpacker destination at first.
Nusa Lembongan is experiencing somewhat
of a boom and attracting travellers from all
walks of life.
Surfing, however, remains the major
drawcard with three notable offshore breaks:
Playground, Lacerations and Shipwrecks.
Visitors rarely have to share the waves there or
at Secret Point, a massive right-hand break on
neighbouring island, Nusa Ceningan.
Now, Nusa Lembongan is also a growing
hub for yoga, with studios popping up all over,
and a mecca for diving following the recent
creation of the Nusa Penida Marine Park, a
biosphere reserve protecting the waters and
reefs surrounding the island.
WHY VISIT NOW?

Nusa Lembongan is one of the best places
in the world to scuba dive with oceanic
manta rays.

03 The Gili Islands

Photos: Getty Images

A short boat ride from Senggigi on Lombok’s
west coast are the Gilis, three paradisiacal
tropical islands surrounded by coral gardens
and neon-blue seas, each with a unique
character. Gili Trawangan is the largest and
most developed of the three with an evergrowing range of boutique resorts. It’s also
the centre of nightlife on the Gilis, with
weekly beach raves and rows of bars that
trade until dawn.
Closer to the mainland, Gili Air has a
low-key atmosphere but all the amenities
holidaymakers need – the island recently got its
first ATM. Accommodation is similarly low-key
and is mostly bungalow-style with verandahs
overlooking the sea.
The third and least developed in the trinity
is Gili Meno, a castaway-like sandbank prized
among scuba divers for the Gili Meno Wall.
The most colourful of all 17 dive sites in
the Gilis, it reaches a depth of 22m and is a
magnet for marine turtles and moray eels.
WHY VISIT NOW?

There are now dedicated free-diving centres
on all three Gili islands with courses catering
specifically for beginners.
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world
Another

WONDERING HOW BEST TO
TACKLE CHINA? EXPLORE
ANCIENT WONDERS, STUNNING
LANDSCAPES AND BUSTLING
CITIES IN LUXURY WITH APT
Words: Renae Spinks
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FROM LEFT
The Great Wall
mystifies in all
its glory; Tibetan
prayer wheels
in Songzanlin
Monastery.

When I was a little girl, the entombed warriors
came to town. School groups assembled to view these
terracotta soldiers, and more than 178,000 visitors
attended the exhibition in just over a month.
Today, more than a million tourists flock to see
this eighth wonder of the world in Xi’an in northwest
China, an army of more than 8,000 warriors, no two
alike, buried in pits that form part of the necropolis
of Emperor Qin Shi Huang. It’s just one of the many
highlights of China, drawing a rapidly growing number
of tourists to marvel at sights that sit far outside their
everyday experience.
In China you can set foot on the snow-dusted Great
Wall, take in the high-octane energy of Shanghai, gawk
at the soaring limestone towers in the Stone Forest
of Shilin, enter Beijing’s Forbidden City and explore
Pudacuo National Park, home to 20 per cent of the
country’s indigenous plant species. Meanwhile, drifting
through a gorge on the Yangtze River, exploring the
Songzanlin Monastery in Yunnan or spending time
with a giant panda might just change your life.
The travel experiences in mainland China are
extraordinarily diverse – from eating steaming-hot
xiao long bao dumplings to haggling at market stalls
and exploring the cultural heritage of Beijing, China
really has it all.
Travel ideas
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C L O C KW I S E
FROM TOP LEFT

Exploring the
Forbidden City
in Beijing.
The mighty
terracotta soldiers
of Xi'an.
Some of the
friendly Yunnan
locals still wear
traditional dress.
Shanghai’s
seductive skyline,
framed by an
ornate pavilion
in Yu Garden.
The tranquil
Summer Palace
is the place to find
your Zen.
Gorgeous pandas
munching on
bamboo are sure
to be a highlight.
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Fearless adventures

China is a world apart, and that’s precisely
why it can be challenging to go it alone as
a traveller. English is not widely spoken;
haggling is a national art that makes
knowing prices difficult; and if you’re
outside major cities, English menus can
be hard to find, so extra care is required
for special diets.
Add to that navigating visa requirements,
understanding cultural differences, finding
your way around cities of 20 million-plus
people, and negotiating traffic in a nation
relatively new to driving, and you’d be
forgiven for feeling a tad discouraged.
Booking through a company such as
APT can take all of the hard work out
of your trip. APT can advise you of visa
requirements, and the all-inclusive tours
feature exchange rates that are locked in.
A knowledgeable, English-speaking
tour director leads you every step of the
way and English-speaking local guides
escort you throughout your memorable
journey. The smaller group tours contain

APT’s Signature Experiences also offer
exclusive access to some of China’s most
unforgettable attractions, including a
private dining sojourn on the Great Wall,
one of the highlights available on all four
of APT’s China-only tours.
One of APT’s most popular itineraries,
the 14-day Charming China tour, starts
in bustling Shanghai and ends in historic
Beijing. You fly into cosmopolitan Shanghai
for a two-night stay that includes a cruise
on the Huangpu River and exploration
of Yu Garden. Then you travel by coach
to the canal city of Suzhou, cruising the
idyllic waterways and stopping in at a silk
factory. A train trip follows, to Hangzhou,
whose lake has inspired Chinese poets
for centuries. Here you’ll take a cruise,
visit stunning pagodas and sample tasty
regional cuisine.
The next flight takes you to Xi’an for a
two-night stay and it’s here you’ll be able
to admire those intriguing Terracotta
Warriors and tour the clay factory where
soldiers are still crafted today. Chongqing,

You slowly glide past sheer
gorges, verdant bamboo groves
and imposing mountains”
no more than 30 guests and experiences
can be personalised with included
Freedom of Choice sightseeing and dining
options. For instance, take your pick of
a Peking Opera show, a kung fu show or
shopping at Silk Alley Market in Beijing,
or dining at a selection of restaurants in
Lijiang on the Yunnan and Yangtze tour.
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The best of land & water

For many, travelling to China is one of
those once-in-a-lifetime experiences, and
APT allows you to make the most of your
trip, combining land and river journeys.
Along the way you’ll have the opportunity
to sample flavours you never knew
existed (most meals are included), with
a range of authentic local cuisine and
Western-style options.
Accommodation is of the luxury variety
– and often for two or even three nights
in each place so you can fully immerse
yourself in China’s rich culture.

home to Chongqing Zoo and its charming
pandas, is another highlight and just
a short flight away.
APT is renowned for its river cruise
expertise and in Chongqing, you’ll board
your luxury river ship for a cruise along the
Yangtze, the longest river in Asia. The next
two days will be pure bliss as you slowly
glide past sheer gorges, verdant bamboo
groves and imposing mountains. You’ll see
the Three Gorges Dam, the world’s largest,
which generates 11 times the power of the
USA’s Hoover Dam.
At the end of your cruise you’ll fly to
Beijing, where you’ll have three days and
nights to explore famous sights, such
as Tiananmen Square, the Forbidden
City and the otherworldly gardens of
the Summer Palace. It’s an unforgettable
holiday where history and modernity meet,
from ancient wonders and fascinating
traditions to engineering feats and cities
that hum with energy 24/7.

Which tour?
APT tours in China
to consider are:
Charming China Tour:
14 days from Shanghai to Beijing.
Best of Japan and China:
23 days from Tokyo
to Shanghai.
Best of China:
13 days from Beijing to Shanghai.
Treasures of China:
15 days from Beijing
to Shanghai.
Yunnan and Yangtze:
22 days from Kunming
to Shanghai.
Best of China,
Vietnam and Cambodia:
29 days from Beijing
to Siem Reap.
Best of Vietnam,
Cambodia and China:
29 days from Hanoi
to Shanghai.
Highlights available
on all tours include:
Dining on the Great Wall:
With APT’s Signature Experience, you
can enjoy a private lunch in a quiet
square on a rarely visited stretch of
the Badaling section of the Great Wall.
Private cruise at the
Summer Palace:
Board a traditional vessel for a
Signature Experience private cruise
around the shores of the beautiful
royal palace complex, and enjoy an
afternoon tea at the Raffles Beijing.
Sanctuary Yangzi Explorer:
This luxurious ship boasts top chefs
who concoct the finest Chinese and
Western fare. As well as excursions,
on board you can learn the ancient art
of tai chi, try your hand at cooking a
traditional dish or dip your brush for
a calligraphy class. With just 62
rooms, all with a private balcony,
personalised service is assured.

Why APT?

The leading tour company has been
family owned since 1927 and prices cover
everything, including airport transfers.Visit
your local Flight Centre to find out more.
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The sultanate
of the

SEA

WITH A STAGGERING COLLECTION OF
BEACHES AND ISLANDS TO SUIT ALL
TASTES, MALAYSIA REMAINS SOUTHEAST
ASIA’S MOST UNSUNG HOLIDAY GEM
Words: Marco Ferrarese

With views like this,
it’s easy to see why the
Perhentian Islands has
been a decades-long
haven for travellers.

M A L AYS I A
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If diving is your
thing, there are few
better places than
Sipadan Island.
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FROM LEFT TO
RIGHT Sunseekers
love Langkawi and
its hotel scene; a
water buffalo roams
freely in a paddy field;
produce markets in
Kota Bharu; kids jump
and dive off a jetty
on Pulau Perhentian
Besar Island.

Multicultural, multi-ethnic
and ripe with contrasts, Malaysia has
glittering modern cityscapes and Moorish
architecture that looks like it’s fresh out
of The Arabian Nights. There are soaring
jungle canopies and Southeast Asia’s
highest peaks, all topped off by excellent
nightlife that’s quickening the pulse of
century-old colonial towns.
The country has everything that her
better‑known neighbours, Thailand and
Bali, offer but without the maddening
crowds. With 4,500km of coastline, the
pretty, accessible sandy delights found
aplenty in Peninsular Malaysia and
Borneo are the best place to start roaming.

Langkawi’s playgrounds

Malaysia’s best-known holiday island,
Langkawi, is a jumping-off point to
southern Thailand’s Andaman Sea.
For sun seekers and party lovers,
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Pantai Cenang’s crescent of sand lapped by
warm, quiet waters boasts a strip of hotels,
bars and restaurants to rival Bali’s Kuta
Beach but without the excess.
Langkawi, however, is best savoured
on the go. Rent an automatic scooter
at Kuah jetty and set out to explore the
island’s viridian backbone made up of
fruit farms and quaint paddies filled with
lazy water buffaloes. Right to the north of
Cenang, Pantai Kok offers more secluded
beach-bumming on the way to the Seven
Wells, a stunning complex of rock pools
that drip into a 91m waterfall.
Langkawi’s northern side beaches are
quieter; volcanic Black Sand Beach is
scenic and empty, while Tanjung Rhu’s
white scythe of sand is a less crowded
choice for beach resort-chilling. For more
adventure, boat tours offer an ideal way to
explore more of the 99 outlying islets and
atolls making up Langkawi’s archipelago.

For boat tours through mangrove
forests and bountiful brahminy kite eagle
feeding, head to the Kilim Jetty or the
Tanjung Rhu area. For fishing, island
hopping and sunset cruises, the biggest
atolls to the south – including Pulau Tuba,
Dayang Bunting and Singa Besar – make
for great days and evenings out at sea.
Before hopping south, visit Pulau Payar
Marine Park – the closest thing to unspoilt,
crystalline water paradise on the western
side of the peninsula. Several operators
organise boat transfers and diving packages,
but all it takes to float among blacktip reef
sharks and a plethora of other colourful
sea critters is strapping on a mask and
snorkel and plunging into the sea.

Unspoilt Penang

Located 120km to the south, Penang is
renowned for its incredible food, a vibrant
arts scene and the UNESCO-protected
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Pulau Betong is sheltered by a web of forgotten
Chinese fishing villages on stilts”
George Town, but its natural attractions
also lure the crowds.
A little further west from the northern
coast, where the beach resorts and trinket
markets of Batu Ferringhi and Tanjung
Bunga rule the coastline, visitors can
seek nature at Penang’s National Park in
Teluk Bahang. Two one-hour hiking trails
cut through dipterocarp and mangrove
forests, passing a seasonal meromictic
lake whose fresh and sea waters never
intermix, and ending with two attractive
beaches and a charming lighthouse.
Pantai Keracut, on the park’s western
flanks, has a small turtle breeding
sanctuary and good camping facilities.
More unspoilt powder sand is hidden

down Penang’s southern reaches beyond
the airport. Pulau Betong, a secluded stretch
of coast facing a rocky islet, is sheltered by
a web of forgotten Chinese fishing villages
on stilts – a perfect place to while away
the hours watching the locals go about
their business.
Only locals know about Pulau Aman,
a former pirate’s cove floating between
Penang and the mainland’s coast at Batu
Kawan. Pulau Aman is famed for its quiet
and delicious mantis prawns. After a zesty
lunch of mee udang (prawn noodles), hire
a bicycle and pick the stretch of sand you
fancy. A hike to the summit of the forested
interior will grant you contrasting views of
Penang’s not-so-distant booming modernity.

Beaches of Kota Kinabalu

Across the South China Sea and beyond
the rainforests of Sarawak, Kota Kinabalu
in Sabah offers some of Malaysia’s best
urban beaches on Gaya, Sapi and Manukan
islands. Part of the Tunku Abdul Rahman
marine conservation area, they sit just
10 to 15 minutes away from the city’s
seafront, dunking their white beaches into
transparent waters filled with coral gardens.
Besides snorkelling, the islands offer trails
where sightings of shy proboscis monkeys
and hornbills aren’t uncommon. Manukan
Island’s restaurants, water sports activities
and chalet accommodation can get crowded,
so head to Sapi’s two stretches of whitepowder sand for quieter snorkelling.
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For a truly heart-starting flying fox ride,
take the Coral Flyer from Sapi Island
to Gaya Island. The 250m glide takes
you zipping across crystal clear waters
and stunning views with the warm wind
blowing gently across your face.
The islands of Sipadan, Kapalai and
Mabul at the most southeastern tip of
Sabah, praised by Jacques Cousteau
as one of the world’s finest marine
environments, are unmissable. Plunging
into this magical place requires one of a
mere 120 diving permits available each
day, but it’s well worth the price.

Best of the east coast

Peninsular Malaysia’s best beaches stretch
along the country’s eastern seaboard. The
Perhentians’ azure-ringed white sand, a
short hop south of Kota Bharu, has been
a backpacker haven for decades and is one
of Asia’s cheapest destinations for open
water diving certifications.
A few nautical miles distant but a
world away in spirit, Redang embodies
the quintessential postcard-pretty
beach paradise complete with glitzy
sundecks, 5-star beach resorts and a
sophisticated atmosphere, and appeals
most to honeymooners, flash-packers and
well‑heeled travellers.
Fewer know about Pulau Kapas, a
smudge of grey and green in the deep
blue sea 70km south of the Perhentians.
With one resort, one dive centre and
a limited number of bungalows, it’s as
quiet and close to the rhythms of Mother
Nature as it gets.
Before readjusting gears to city
speed in Johor Bahru, the gateway
to Singapore, Tioman Island and the
surrounding 64 islets of the Seribuat
Archipelago – in particular Pulau
Rawa, Sibu and Besar – offer one last
jungle-clad hamlet to linger in for days
surrounded by complete turquoise bliss.
Given Malaysia’s generous 90-day tourist
visa, days can easily turn into months.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more
advice and the latest deals. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.
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Go in search of
Nemo and all his
mates on blissful
Sipadan Island.
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MALAYSIA’S
CITY DELIGHTS
01. Colonial cool:
George Town

UNESCO-protected George
Town in Penang is Malaysia’s
undisputed arts and heritage
capital. Malay, Chinese and
Indian cultures blend together
in the shade of charming
heritage shophouses and
incense-wafting temples.
The historical lanes host glitzy
boutique hotels, the dens of
Malaysia’s most bohemian cafe
culture and an ageless mix of
old shop houses where locals
carry out century-old trades.
Right in the shade of KOMTAR,
Penang’s tallest building,
gallery-cum-open-garden
Hin Bus Depot is the spot
for exhibitions and meeting
local artists. The George
Town Festival celebrates
the city’s World Heritage
inscription by bringing in an
array of international artistes
and performers. This year
from July 29, British theatre
ensemble Kaash, Canadian
theatre-dance group Triptyque
and Spanish flamenco musical
comedy Chekara are among
some of the month-long
festival’s highlights.
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02. Into the future:
Kuala Lumpur

Malaysia’s multicultural capital
is constantly reinventing itself.
The obvious place to start is
KLCC (Kuala Lumpur City
Centre), with a stroll under
the tallest twin towers in
the world and a bonanza of
world-class shopping. The
Jalan Alor and Changkat Bukit
Bintang avenue area in central
district Bukit Bintang offers a
smorgasbord of street food and
some of Malaysia’s steamiest
night clubs. To sweat it out,

01

the real rainforest is just a few
LRT stops away in Kepong,
where the Forest Research
Institute boasts a staggering
collection of tropical plants
and hiking trails in a preserved
forest eco‑system.

03. The quiet side of
UNESCO: Malacca

02

Compared to Penang, little
sibling Malacca, the other
pearl in Malaysia’s heritage
crown, oozes a more relaxed
atmosphere that explodes on
weekends along Jonker Street
and in the attractive cafe district
across the river. Pulau Besar,
15km off the coast, is a mystic
and lesser-known pilgrimage
site of ancient Islamic graves
where the pace is even slower.

04. Rainforest beats
and treats: Kuching

The new artsy vibes and hipster
culture have spun across the
straits to Kuching, capital
of Sarawak in Malaysian
Borneo. This once-sleepy river
port has caught up with the
peninsula’s artsy momentum
with a selection of brand-new
boutique accommodation and
nightlife joints. ChinaHouse
at the Old Courthouse,
former administrative seat
of Sarawak’s unique White
Rajahs, occupies 12 renovated
heritage buildings at the heart
of the old town. The new
lease on life has spilled to the
adjacent old town, quickly
transforming its neglected
back alleys in a reign of urban
cool, where artsy boutique
accommodation (including
indah and batik), open-terrace
live music bars and old-time
zesty street food stalls rule the
scene around the clock.

03

04
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TRAVEL GUIDES

City scoop
flig ht c e nt r e trav el
exp e r t s s har e top tips
f or t he i r favou rite
asia n c i t i e s

Kathmandu, Nepal

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Koh Samui, Thailand

Why I love it...

Why I love it...

Why I love it...

Kathmandu offers the
most exciting mix of
breathtaking landscapes
and interesting culture.”
Luisa Parton, Travel Expert,
Flight Centre Doncaster, Vic

I love Kuala Lumpur
for its food, vibrant culture
and friendly people.”
Karen Oudeman, Travel
Expert, Flight Centre
Toowong, Qld

Koh Samui is absolute bliss.
Imagine adventurous days
combined with relaxed evenings
in a laidback paradise.”
Natasha Vasserman, Travel
Expert, Flight Centre Booval, Qld

FOOD

FOOD

FOOD

Yangling Tibetan Restaurant

Jalan Alor

Zico’s Brazilian Grill & Bar

This family-run hotspot serves the best
momos (dumplings) in town – complete
with the locals’ tick of approval. For healthy
meal options, you also can’t go pass Green
Organic Cafe and Farmers Bar.
AFTER DARK

Rum Doodle Bar

While it may be a backpacker haunt, the
Rum Doodle Bar is a Kathmandu institution.
The bar has funky décor, great drinks, live
tunes and a rooftop to chill out on.
PLAY

Swayambhunath Stupa

As one of the oldest and most mysterious
sites in all of Kathmandu, Swayambhunath
is also the home of many playful monkeys
that like to interact with visitors.
DAY TRIP

Nagarkot

For epic views of the Himalayas, including
Mount Everest, this village – about 40
minutes outside town – is worth a day trip.

AFTER DARK

Changkat Bukit Bintang

For some late-night fun, Changkat Bukit
Bintang, located near Jalan Alor, offers the
city’s best clubs, bars and live music venues.
PLAY

SkyBar

Book a sunken booth at the SkyBar on the
33rd floor of the Traders Hotel and watch
the sunset. The venue also offers great
views of the Petronas Twin Towers.
DAY TRIP

Kuala Selangor

This small coastal village is renowned for
its firefly colony. Expect a magical evening
under a canopy of twinkling natural lights as
you cruise the Selangor River.

SECRET TIP

SECRET TIP

Insider info

Insider info

The backstreets of the Thamel area are filled
with so many hidden nooks. Once, I was
invited to drink chai masala with a group of
British Army Gurkhas in their compound.
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This street in Bukit Bintang offers the
city’s best hawker food. The bustling street
doesn’t offer just amazing chilli crab and
bak-kut-teh (a meat dish cooked in broth)
but an electric atmosphere at night, too.
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The best place for a cheap, delicious steak is
Suzi’s Corner on Jalan Ampang. Sitting atop
plastic chairs under a tin roof proves you
don’t need to spend big for a delicious meal.

It doesn’t get much better than Zico’s, a
Brazilian barbecue with a Thai twist, where
you can gorge on all-you-can-eat meat and
seafood cooked on metal swords.
AFTER DARK

Woobar

At Woobar at W Retreat Koh Samui, you
can quaff fantastic cocktails while lolling on
chic lounges by the bar, while taking in the
stunning 270-degree ocean views. There
are great DJs and events as well.
PLAY

Silavadee Wellness Spa

Unwind at this luxe spa and delight in
treatments like massages, scrubs, facials
and body wraps. And if you can’t get
enough, they have accommodation, too.
DAY TRIP

Koh Taen

For a slice of paradise that’s (almost!) all
yours, Koh Taen is just a short boat ride
away and offers some great snorkelling
spots and private beaches.
SECRET TIP

Insider info

It may sound odd, but check out the snack
selection at 7-Eleven – you never know what
unique, tasty treats you’ll find.

city scoop

Taipei, Taiwan

Why I love it...
With friendly people and
lively city streets, Taipei is
a taste of Asia in the one city.”
Michael Lee Porter, Travel
Expert, Flight Centre
Mt Sheridan, Qld

Colombo, Sri Lanka

Why I love it...

Why I love it...

Nha Trang offers so
much for every type
of traveller – and it’s fun!”
Lisa Burns, Travel Expert,
Flight Centre Corrimal
Court, NSW

Every person you meet
in this fascinating city has
something unique or a special
story to share.”
Jade Henry, Travel Expert, Flight
Centre Darby Street, NSW

FOOD

FOOD

FOOD

Five Cent Driftwood House

Lanterns

Ministry of Crab

This quirky restaurant is spread across a
three-storey cavern made of clay and stone.
Every nook and cranny is like a work of art.
The food isn’t bad either.

This restaurant serves amazing Vietnamese
food as well as gives back to the community
through orphanage support and scholarship
programs. It offers cooking classes, too.

Don’t miss enjoying a meal at the Ministry
of Crab located in the Old Dutch Hospital
precinct. Try the pepper crab and their
signature Small Island Iced Tea.

AFTER DARK

AFTER DARK

AFTER DARK

Ounce

Skylight

Sky Lounge

Go early to avoid queuing for Taipei’s first
speakeasy bar, which is hidden behind a
secret door in Relax cafe.
PLAY

Wulai

The mountain village of Wulai is a great
‘locals-only’ experience, famous for its hot
springs and indigenous culture. A ride in the
gondola offers spectacular views of Wulai
Falls and the valley below.
DAY TRIP

Jiufen

This old gold mining town in the Ruifang
District is set on the slopes of a mountain
and is filled with retro Japanese and Chinese
teahouses, cafes and souvenir shops.
SECRET TIP

Insider info
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Nha Trang, Vietnam

At night, there’s no better place to be than
amid the shoulder-to-shoulder bustle of the
night markets – Shilin and Raohe are two of
the best for street food.

With glorious cocktails, DJs, a pool and a
glass-floor skywalk, Skylight is home to the
360˚ Skydeck & Rooftop Beach Club.
PLAY

Bai Dai

At Bai Dai, located about 30 minutes away
from the city, you’ll find plenty of secluded
spots to surf and soak up the beautiful waves
and sun. Diving and snorkelling are also
popular with picture-perfect reefs to explore.
DAY TRIP

Thap Ba Hot Spring

Slather yourself in mud and relax in the
mineral-rich baths at Thap Ba Hot Spring.
Entry also grants you access to therapeutic
spring pools and waterfalls.
SECRET TIP

Insider info

Have your hair washed at one of the local
beauty salons, complete with a deep scalp
massage and a relaxing face wash. You’ll
leave feeling totally refreshed.

This hip rooftop bar at the Kingsbury Hotel
serves up inventive cocktails alongside
breathtaking sunset views. Cigars and
premium champagne are also offered.
PLAY

Pettah bazaar

For market stalls stocked with everything
you can think of, and at budget prices,
Pettah bazaar is a dream for shoppers.
DAY TRIP

Hikkaduwa

Duck away from the city for a couple of
days to Hikkaduwa or Mirissa to snorkel
with the turtles, learn to surf or simply
enjoy the pristine beaches.
SECRET TIP

Insider info

Colombo is a hectic city and can be hard to
navigate on your own. Urban Adventures’
‘Eat, Eat, Repeat’ food tour will ensure you
get to try all of the city’s best specialities
while also helping you to find your bearings.
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JULY, JAPAN

Fuji Rock Festival

18 JULY-4 SEPTEMBER, 8 OCTOBER6 NOVEMBER, JAPAN

Setouchi Triennale

Perhaps the most famous of
the dozen Japanese islands
that are a part of Setouchi
International Art Festival,
Naoshima (the ‘art island’)
is an intriguing destination
filled with contemporary
artwork. The thought-provoking
pieces range from surreal
outdoor sculptures to
gallery-hosted exhibitions.

Rock out in a stunning
mountain forest at this huge
three-day music festival
at Naeba Ski Resort.
Renowned for its size
and impressive line-up
of international bands
and DJs – this year has
Disclosure, Red Hot
Chili Peppers, Sigur
Rós, Beck, Ben
Harper as well as
the best of Japan’s
music scene. With
multiple stages,
screens, food stalls,
and camping , it’s
not to be missed.
29 JULY-28 AUGUST, MALAYSIA

George Town Festival

From avant-garde
art to photography,
discover why George
Town is emerging
as Malaysia’s cool
cultural hub at this
showcase of modern
Asian arts.

UNTIL JULY 2018, HONG KONG

Bruce Lee:
Kung Fu . Art . Life

With more than 600
items of Bruce Lee
memorabilia from
local and overseas
collectors, this
exhibition at the
Hong Kong Heritage
Museum is a close
look at the actor,
martial arts legend,
cultural phenomenon,
philosopher, film
maker and founder
of the Jeet Kune Do
martial art discipline.
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July
SOUTH KOREA

Boryeong Mud Festival

For something a little different, get down and dirty at this
hilarious 10-day festival in Daecheon Beach that celebrates
all things mud. Enjoy giant inflatable playgrounds, mud
slides, mud baths, concerts and colourful mud facials.

8-18 (SUBJECT TO CHANGE) AUGUST,
SRI LANKA

Kandy Esala Perahera

The climax of this 10-day
festival is a massive procession
through the Sri Lankan capital.
Drummers and fire dancers
march through the streets
led by an elephant decorated
from trunk to toe and carrying
a replica of the Sacred Tooth
Relic of the Lord Buddha.

travel planner
16-18 SEPTEMBER, SINGAPORE

8–14 NOVEMBER, INDIA

Singapore Grand Prix

Pushkar Camel Fair

This is a high-action event, on and off the track. Check out
the Formula One cars as they whip around the Marina Bay
circuit, then be sure to join in the post-race action with
concerts, parties, food events and more. So far the likes of
Kylie Minogue and Queen are part of the line-up.

22 Kurama Fire Festival
OCTOBER, JAPAN

Words: Alana Young and Emma Wheaton. Photos: iStock, courtesy of Yew Kok Hong
Dates correct at time of print.

Arrive early to get a good view
of the fiery procession that
is one of the most eccentric
festivals in Japan. Streets are
lined with three-metre-tall
watch fires and locals carry
huge pine torches and shrines
to recreate the moment when,
a thousand years ago, the
emperor moved the sacred Yuki
Shrine up Mount Kurama to
protect the land from evil.

26–30 OCTOBER, BALI

Ubud Writers Festival

Attracting more than 150
authors from around the world
to Bali’s Ubud, the five-day
cultural festival will this year
focus on the theme, ‘I am you,
you are me’ or Tat Tvam Asi.
Attendees can explore the
theme through literary lunches,
panel discussions, workshops,
poetry slams, parties and more.

One of the biggest livestock
fairs in the world, this
five-day gathering in India’s
largest state, Rajasthan,
has a lot more to offer than
just cattle and camels.
Stalls selling clothes
and jewellery, a longest
moustache competition,
camel races and a friendly
cricket match between
tourists and locals are just
some of the attractions
set up around the sacred
Pushkar Lake.

30 OCTOBER–3 NOVEMBER,
ACROSS INDIA

Diwali

Diwali, the Festival of Lights,
is the biggest festival in India
stretching across five days and
coinciding with the Hindu New
Year. It’s generally celebrated
on the darkest night of the year
with decorative lanterns and
candles adorning houses, plus
huge firework displays.
NOVEMBER, MACAO

Macau Food Festival

During this lively
annual food festival,
hundreds of aromatic
street stalls and tasty
food tents overflow
with all kinds of local,
Asian and European
delicacies.

3–10 DECEMBER, CAMBODIA

Angkor Photo Festival

Held in Siem Reap, this event
features a range of exhibitions
and workshops providing
professional photography
training to emerging
photographers from all
over Asia.

5 H.M. King’s Birthday
DECEMBER, THAILAND

This national Thai holiday
celebrates the birthday of the
current King of Thailand,
Bhumibol Adulyadej, and sees
the streets surrounding the
Grand Palace area of Bangkok
decorated with thousands
of marigolds.

20–25 NOVEMBER, MYANMAR

Fire Balloon Festival

Look up and admire the
colourful, enormous and
creative paper balloons as
you celebrate the end of the
rainy season with the locals of
Myanmar’s Shan State capital,
Taunggyi, near Inle Lake. The
annual Tazaungdaing Festival
sees the community craft
balloons – some decorated
with animals or Buddha – lit-up
with candles and fireworks and
launched into the night sky to
celebrate the full moon.

DECEMBER, SINGAPORE

ZoukOut

Touted as one of
Asia’s biggest outdoor
beach parties,
thousands of revellers
descend on Sentosa
Island, Singapore,
for this epic night
as internationally
acclaimed DJs and
musicians from all
musical genres take
to the stage.
Travel ideas
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6–15 JANUARY, PHILIPPINES

Ati-Atihan Fiesta

If street parties are your thing,
then don’t miss the Ati-Atihan
event in Kalibo. Throngs of
people have a good time in
spectacular, vibrant fashion,
all week long. Steeped in
tradition, the face painting,
costumes, dancing, music,
feasting and parades are said
to rival those of Rio.

17 Sinulog Festival
JANUARY, PHILIPPINES

Celebrating Filipino culture
and religion with elaborate
adornment, costumes and
decoration, this nine-day affair
in Cebu culminates in a grand
12-hour street parade.

WEEKLY UNTIL FEBRUARY,
SOUTH KOREA

K-pop Experience

For those with
dreams of becoming
a K-pop star – or
perhaps you’re simply
intrigued by the glitzy
pop phenomenon
– the city of Seoul
has a free program
to give visitors an
insider’s taste of it for
themselves. Learn the
dance moves, take a
studio tour, admire
the costumes and get
singing tips.

10 Thaipusam

11 Pingxi Sky Lantern Festival
FEBRUARY, TAIWAN

What better way to start a new year than to make a
wish and send it to the heavens? Each year for the Lunar
New Year in Taipei, hundreds of thousands of luminous
orange lanterns are inscribed with prayers and dreams,
lit with a candle and released into the sky. Visitors are
encouraged to join in the magical event by releasing
their own glowing lantern, before soaking up the carnival
atmosphere of the town.

FEBRUARY, MALAYSIA

19–24 JANUARY, SOUTH KOREA

Inje Ice Fishing Festival

Venture northeast of Seoul
to the Soyangho Lake at Inje
and join in the annual winter
festival. Aside from fishing
the frozen lake, there are
fish eating competitions, folk
games, snow sledding, an ice
football game and ice race
walking. Slippery fun!

19–26 MARCH, BALI

BaliSpirit Yoga Festival

Thaipusam celebrates the day
the Hindu god of war, Murugan,
triumphed over an evil demon.
At the Batu Caves in Kuala
Lumpur, a statue of Murugan
is decorated with gold and
flowers and carried in a silver
chariot to the deity’s shrine.
Many show their devotion to
Murugan with elaborate body
piercings or other, less winceinducing offerings.

13-19 FEBRUARY, INDIA

World Sacred Spirit
Festival

For anyone who has ever
wanted to escape the material
world, this festival is an
embrace of the spiritual. Music,
dance and art are celebrated
across two beautiful venues
in Nagaur and Jodhpur as an
expression of the connection
between nature and soul.
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Share the Balinese
Hindu concept of Tri
Hita Karana – living
in harmony with our
spiritual, social and
natural environments
– at this annual Ubud
festival. Find your
bliss in beautiful Bali
with yoga workshops,
dance, world music,
community markets
and healing seminars.

travel planner
13-15 APRIL, ACROSS
SOUTHEAST ASIA

30 APRIL-4 MAY, HONG KONG

Water Festival

With a colourful carnival-esque
parade and a peculiar Bun
Scrambling Competition (which
sees competitors climb a high
bamboo tower covered in buns),
this is one quirky and raucous
cultural event. It all started
when a plague devastated the
island more than 1,000 years
ago. The people paraded statues
of deities through their streets
and made offerings until the
illness left them. The rituals
are still performed today in this
chaotic week-long event.

The Water Festival ushers in the
Buddhist New Year and the end
of the dry season in Thailand,
Laos and Myanmar. Each
country throws its own wet
and wild celebration, with huge
water fights and parties taking
over the streets for three days.

13-14 MARCH, INDIA AND NEPAL

MARCH–APRIL, ACROSS JAPAN

Holi

Cherry Blossom Festival

The Festival of Colours is a
vibrant Hindu celebration of
joy and signals the triumph of
good over evil. Arm yourself
with water guns, balloons
and lots of powdered dye and
be prepared to get colourful
as the entire country parties.

During spring each year the
custom of hanami – taking in
the beauty of the flowers – is
enjoyed across the country.
Many cities hold festivals and
Tokyo has several famous spots
for hanami, including Ueno
Onshi Park and the Meguro
River. The Hirosaki SakuraMatsuri festival in northern
Japan is particularly scenic and
centres around the stunning
Hirosaki Castle.

Cheung Chau Bun Festival

APRIL, CHINA

Dragon Well Tea Festival

There is much to
be learned about
the intricacies of
Chinese green tea
picking, drinking
and ceremony.
Learn it all in the
village of Longjing
(Dragon Well)
during the annual
spring harvest.

ACROSS CHINA

Dragon Boat Festival

MARCH-MAY, SINGAPORE

Photos: iStock, Kari Heese

Fashion Steps Out at
Orchard

A six-week
showcase of style,
this glamorous
event includes the
Orchard Fashion
Runway, which sees
Singapore’s famous
Orchard Road
closed to traffic,
making way for
models showing off
the latest trends.

This nationwide Chinese public holiday and colourful tradition sees
dragon-shaped and decorated wooden vessels fill racing to the beat of
booming drums. Joining in is easy – watch the race, try a traditional
zòngzi snack of triangular rice wrapped in bamboo leaves and some
traditional realgar wine. A well as Hong Kong, you’ll find races in
Yueyang, Guizhou and Hangzhou.
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The
CHALLENGE
WHETHER YOU’RE ON A BUDGET
OR FLUSH WITH CASH,
FOUR FLIGHT CENTRE TRAVEL
EXPERTS REVEAL THE MUST-SEE
SIGHTS IN HONG KONG
AND JAPAN

For the
budget
savvy
$$

RYAN
BRICKLEY,
TRAVEL
EXPERT, FLIGHT
CENTRE
KOTARA, NSW
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Fortunately, in Hong Kong you don’t
have to venture too far to find a bunch of great
things to do that are still a little off the beaten
track yet won’t break the bank.

Play

Experience one: On Hong Kong Island’s
southeast corner lies the quaint beachside village
of Shek O. Sheltered by a rocky headland and
framed by rolling green hills, the village is popular
for its beachside cafes and white sandy beaches.
Big Wave Bay Beach, living up to its name, is
particularly popular with windsurfers. Shek O is
a great escape from the busyness of Hong Kong,
and what I love about it is that you can easily take
public transport to get there.
For more active pursuits, you can walk the
undulating Dragon’s Back – a moderately difficult
8.5km hike along the ridges connecting Wan
Cham Shan and Shek O Peak. With views
overlooking Tai Long Wan, the lookout from
Shek O Peak, at 284m, is a great photo stop.
Experience two: If you have a bit more time,
I highly suggest heading over to Lantau’s Tai
O for its stunning scenery and stark contrast to
metropolitan Hong Kong. It costs little to take in
the wonders of this old fishing village and browse
the market stalls, fresh seafood and houses built
on stilts. If you are making your way to see the
Big Buddha (which most people do), Tai O is an
affordable addition to your day trip.

Stay

The Charterhouse Causeway Bay Hotel
This centrally located hotel on Hong Kong Island
is close to public transport, shopping districts
and tourist hotspots such as Victoria Peak and
Ocean Park. It’s the ideal place to rest in between
sightseeing and is great value for money. Rooms
are modern and air-conditioned and guests have
24-hour gym access. There’s also two high-end
restaurants on site – the Gazebo Restaurant
and Harry’s Bar and Lounge – as well as a sports
bar and a cafe serving up coffee made from beans
farmed in Brazil and Ethiopia.
Rosedale Hotel
If the hurried chaos of Kowloon is more your
style, I recommend the Rosedale Hotel. You’ll
be saving pennies and relaxing in comfort amid
the famously congested residential district of
Mongkok. From the hotel it’s only a short wander
down the road to some of the coolest markets and
pulsing nightlife. Don’t let the madness deter you
– if you have been relaxing on the beach, a little
hustle and bustle may be just what you need.

Wallet-friendly fun

Flight Centre has great deals on packages to Hong Kong
throughout the year. Keep an eye out for sales and visit your
closest store to chat to a Travel Expert about getting the best rate.
Go to flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.

FROM FAR LEFT
Vibrant Chinese
decorations for sale;
Big Wave Bay Beach;
go shopping in Kowloon’s
Mong Kok district; catch
a ferry across Victoria
Harbour; indulge in
a treatment at The
Mandarin Spa; bar
hopping in Hong Kong
is loads of fun.

For the
luxury
lover
$$$$

ROCHELLE
EVANS,
TRAVEL EXPERT,
FLIGHT CENTRE
STRATHPINE,
QLD

If you love the finer things in life, the
bustling streets of Hong Kong hide countless
5-star indulgences.

Play

Experience one: Hong Kong certainly raises
the bar when it comes to luxury travel, nowhere
more so than within the realm of pampering.
Most spas open late into the evening – a perfect
way to squeeze in some relaxation time after a
day of pounding the pavement. Make your way
to The Mandarin Spa for a heady dose
of traditional Chinese medicine therapies
blended with contemporary indulgences.
Let yourself succumb to the hands of qualified
therapists as they use everything from jade
rollers to warm bamboo to work out your
knots. Or, just lay back and relax with the
signature Eve Lom facial.
Experience two: 001 Bar is the hidden gem
in Hong Kong’s cocktail crown and the best
worst-kept secret in the city. This exclusive
speakeasy-style establishment (which seats
only 20 guests at a time) requires a reservation
to enter; that is, if you can find its entrance
hidden somewhere in the Graham Street
Wet Market. The bartenders are incredibly
skilled and cocktails are limited only by their
imaginations – the signature Earl Grey tea
martini is a must-try. Remember: dress to
impress and don’t forget to make a reservation.

Stay

The Harbour Grand Kowloon
In this haven of calm and elegance in one of
the busiest cities in the world, step back in time
to an era of brass-buttoned doormen, marble
bathrooms and personalised service. Sip your
cocktails beside the rooftop pool as you delight
in 360-degree views of the Hong Kong skyline
while watching the pretty Symphony of Lights.
(This is one of the best places I found in all of
Hong Kong to watch this light show.)
Hotel Icon
It’s hard to go past this luxurious, sleek Kowloon
hotel that will wow even the most discerning
traveller. Think stunning harbour views from
a rooftop pool, a pampering day spa and three
decadent dining venues. All rooms feature
sweeping city or Victoria Harbour views as
well as chic styling and all the latest modern
conveniences. Blending traditional Hong Kong
hospitality with a high standard of comfort and
finesse, this hotel is perfect for anyone looking
for a luxury base in the heart of Tsim Sha Tsui.

Live the luxe life

There are many luxury holidays to Hong Kong on offer.
Chat to your Flight Centre Travel Expert about your needs
and they will find the perfect indulgent holiday for you.
Go to flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.
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The
CHALLENGE
continues

One
week

Keepin’ it short
and sweet

SERAH-JANE
MORGAN,
TRAVEL EXPERT,
FLIGHT CENTRE
ALLENSTOWN,
QLD
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Looking for something a little different
from Osaka’s bright lights and temple hopping
in Kyoto? Grab a JR Rail Pass and your sense
of adventure, and get set for some serious fun.

Kanazawa

Stay: Located only 10 minutes’ walk from
JR Kanazawa Station, the Holiday Inn ANA
Kanazawa Sky is a great base for exploring the
city. The modern hotel features comfortable
rooms, free Wi-Fi and breakfast served daily.
Play: Kanazawa is a scenic three-hour train ride
north from Osaka. A day pass for the Kanazawa
Loop Bus allows you to conveniently navigate
the city. Start with Kenroku-en, one of the Three
Great Gardens of Japan. Spectacular at all
times of year, Kenroku-en is most popular in
mid‑April during cherry blossom season and in
late November when the leaves turn crimson and
gold. You could spend the whole day wandering
the picturesque grounds. Nearby is Kanazawa
Castle, one of the highest points in the city, where
you can take in the sweeping city views.
Step back in time as you wander Kanazawa’s
labyrinthine old city streets and don’t miss a visit
to the Higashi Chaya district (where you might
spot geishas darting between engagements) or
the famous Ninja Temple in Teramachi. Use your
JR Rail Pass to travel one hour to Kaga Onsen
Station, the gateway to four traditional Japanese
hot-spring towns.

Takayama

Stay: You won’t want to stay anywhere else but at
Ryokan Tanabe, one of the oldest guesthouses in
Takayama. The rooms are fitted with tatami mats
and futon bedding and you can also experience
bathing in indoor and outdoor hot springs.
Play: Hida Folk Village (Hida no Sato) is an
open-air museum of more than 30 traditional
homes from the Hida region, the mountainous
district of the surrounding Gifu Prefecture.
You can stroll the village-like grounds and take
a peek inside carefully preserved logging huts
and farmhouses. Make sure you try Hida beef,
cooked to perfection by local chefs, and join
artists in making your own sarubobo (monkey
baby) amulet charm or lacquer wear.
Sanmachi, Takayama’s old town, is another
must-visit. Historically, the town was once a
wealthy merchant centre and today its warren of
beautifully preserved streets lined with traditional
facades give a sense of how life was. Behind
these facades hide shops selling traditional crafts,
restaurants serving regional specialities, sake
breweries and art galleries.

Getting there

Whatever length of time you have in Japan, Flight
Centre can design a bespoke itinerary just for you.
Go to flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.

FROM FAR LEFT
Kanazawa Castle; torii gates at
Fushimi Inari Taisha; authentic
Japanese sake; the stately
pagoda at Sensoji Temple
is worth scoping out; local
delicacies are on every corner;
embrace Osaka’s cultural vibe.

Two
weeks

Get your fix of
age-old treasures

RACHEL
DAVIS,
TRAVEL EXPERT,
FLIGHT
CENTRE WEST
END, QLD

Balance the hustle and bustle of Japan’s
two largest cities with a blend of ancient wonders
and vibrant temples.

Week 1

Stay: With twin, double, connecting and triple
rooms, the contemporary Shiba Park Hotel Tokyo
features Japanese, Chinese and Western cuisine
and is located within walking distance to major
train and subway stations.
Play: Start your Tokyo sightseeing by hopping on
the JR Yamanote circle line to Harajuku, home to
the many colourful characters of Japan’s famous
street culture. The shopping is great and there is
a thriving alfresco dining scene. Up next, on the
same line, is tax-free shopping in the enormous
Akihabara district, famous for its electronic shops.
Then head to a konbini (convenience) store, grab
a picnic lunch and explore the Imperial Palace
East Garden. For dinner, head to the shopping
strip near the Sensoji Temple in Asakusa.
Once you’ve had your shopping fix in Tokyo,
journey two hours by fast train to Nikko – the
home of the ‘hear no evil, speak no evil, see no
evil’ proverbs at the Toshogu Shrine. Challenge
yourself with a 207-step climb to the tomb of
the first Shogun of the Tokugawa shogunate.
Stay at the Kinugawa Onsen Hotel and take
advantage of the traditional onsen (or mineralspring-water Japanese baths) to relax weary
muscles after a day of hiking.

Week 2

Stay: Fraser Residence Nankai ticks all the boxes
for a city stay in Osaka. It’s conveniently located
in the lively Namba district and each studio and
apartment features a kitchenette. Guests can enjoy
access to an onsite gym, sauna and steam room.
Play: Osaka is foodie heaven. Its bite-sized
street eats are what cements the city as Japan’s
food capital. Not far from the seemingly endless
stretch of stores along Shinsaibashi street, you’ll
find Kuromon Market, Osaka’s seafood arcade.
Take the time to wander the bustling stalls of
glistening fish before pulling up a stool and
tucking into some of the freshest seafood
you’ll find in the city. You must try the kaisen
don, a bowl of fluffy rice topped with your
choice of sashimi.
For a change of pace, spend a night or two
in Kyoto. An easy half-hour train trip from Osaka,
Japan’s former imperial capital is a lovely city
to get lost in. Take advantage of the convenient
public transport networks to visit sites such
as Fushimi Inari Taisha, known for its thousands
of red torii gates.

Sweet sales

Flight Centre often has great deals on flights to Japan
throughout the year. Keep a lookout for sale fares on
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.
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Q&A

Travel
clinic

g ot a trave l qu e stion y ou
need answ e r e d? f l ig h t
centre tr ave l e xp e r ts
show y ou th e way

My mates and I are planning a
surf trip to Lombok. Any tips on
where to stay?
With divine beaches, the majestic Mount Rinjani
and spectacular marine life to discover, the island
of Lombok, Indonesia, has great attractions both
in and out of the water. Novotel Lombok would be,
without a doubt, my favourite hotel to stay at. It is a 4-star
resort located on the southern shore of Lombok, overlooking
the beautiful white sand and turquoise bay of Kuta Beach.
There are so many great surf options on the south shore of
Lombok, from nearby Kuta to Belongas Bay, Ekas Bay, Gerupuk
and many more. You can also hire a boat near the hotel to get to
the waves. Novotel Lombok offers an amazing breakfast to get
you off on the right foot, and after your fill of the water you can
relax with a cocktail at the beachfront Breeze Bar. Spice Market
restaurant serves both local delicacies and hearty barbecues.

RAHUL GADHIA, TRAVEL EXPERT

FLIGHT CENTRE HOLLYWOOD PLAZA, SA

We want to take the kids to Sri
Lanka. Is it a family-friendly
destination and do you have any tips?
Get the most
out of your
trip to Sri
Lanka
with a tour
company. A great option
for this is Intrepid, which
offers small-group tours.
They specialise in using
traditional accommodation

and local transportation
as much as possible, not
only to immerse you in
the destination but also to
support communities. Check
out the Sri Lanka Family
Holiday, a 15-day tour with
a maximum of 16 people to
keep it small and personal.
The tour takes you to many
communities so you can
meet the local families and
get a glimpse of their way
of life. You’ll also visit the
Kosgoda Turtle Hatchery,
which the kids will love.
Don’t forget to apply online
for your visa before you go.
CANDICE BAILEY

TRAVEL EXPERT, FLIGHT CENTRE
GOLDEN GROVE, SA
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Surf ’s up in Lombok.

Photos: iStock

travel clinic
I love the
idea of
staying with
locals. Can I do
this in Asia?

What
would be
your advice on
travelling solo
through India?

Asia is so
diverse
and there
is no
better way
to experience its many
cultures than by staying
with locals. My hot tip
would be to stay at a
local guesthouse in the
hopes of being invited
to your hosts’ home for
a meal. It’s fascinating
understanding the
dynamic of a large
family and sharing a
meal with someone
whose language you
don’t speak. From
respectfully not wearing
shoes in homes in Japan
to offering food to the
gods before you eat in
India, the more local
adventures you have,
the deeper your travel
experience. Strike up
a conversation with
someone at a family-run
restaurant or speak to
a taxi driver for insider
tips – the insights you’ll
receive are invaluable
and much better than
anything you’d find in
a guidebook. It adds
another layer to your
travel experience that
you could not have
had otherwise.

India, for the
most part, is
as mad and
busy as you can
imagine. Cities
are chaotic and traffic is a
nightmare – but the culture
is vibrant and the food
absolutely delicious, even
if it challenges your spice
tolerance. Travelling solo is
always a great way to meet
people and really experience
a new country. Aside from
using safety common sense,
I recommend breaking up
hotel accommodation with
homestays. Staying with a
local family is a wonderful
way to immerse yourself in
daily life. If you happen to see
an Indian wedding, offer your
congratulations as you might
get an invite to the reception,
although you may need to
rearrange your travel plans
as celebrations can last up
to a week.

DIVYA SAHGAL

Get your fix of sun
and sand on the
island paradise
of Boracay.

We’d love to do the Philippines for
our honeymoon. Where would
you suggest we go?
Boracay is the perfect honeymoon destination
with its pristine white sand beaches, markets,
restaurants and beautiful flora and fauna.
Couples wanting a luxurious beach honeymoon
simply can’t go past the 5-star Shangri-La’s
Boracay Resort & Spa. Set within an eco-reserve in the
island’s north, the resort is its own private paradise with
stunning villas and a secluded beachfront. Of its seven
restaurants and bars you can’t miss Rima, where you
can enjoy a sumptuous Italian dinner in the treetops. For
those wanting a hit of culture or adventure, head to White
Beach where there’s everything from traditional markets to
incredible seafood. Boracay highlights include snorkelling in
crystal-clear waters, island hopping by sailboat and climbing
Mount Luho, the island’s highest peak. Just past Indonesia,
Boracay is a must-see paradise not too far from home.

TRAVEL EXPERT, FLIGHT

JACQUI LAWSON, TRAVEL EXPERT

CENTRE KINGSTON, ACT

FLIGHT CENTRE BAROSSA VALLEY, SA

JAMES HAY

TRAVEL EXPERT
FLIGHT CENTRE ELIZABETH
STREET, NSW
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travel clinic
Is it best to
do a tour
through Myanmar
or do it yourself ?
When it
comes to
travel in
Myanmar,
I would
highly recommend doing
a tour over independent
travel for a few reasons.
As Myanmar only opened
its borders for tourists
in 2011, it can be hard,
although not impossible,
to get around on your
own; public transport is
scarce and popular cities
and towns are far apart.
This means you have to
fly from place to place,
which can become very
costly and inconvenient
on your own. When
visiting as part of a tour,
everything is included,
so there’s not much you
need to worry about. The
best part about travelling
with companies such
as On The Go Tours
and Intrepid is that they
have local guides where
possible. These local
guides offer so much
more insight into the
country on a level that
you never would have
got when travelling on
your own. They know the
best places to eat, great
activities to do, the best
shops to check out – all
the local secrets. To me,
that’s a very special thing.

MADISON HUGHES
TRAVEL EXPERT

I want to
explore
Southeast Asia by
water. What’s the
best way to go
about it?

Celebrate the
elegant flower power
of cherry blossoms
in Japan.

I’d love to see the cherry
blossoms in Japan. When and
where should I go?
Cherry blossom (sakura) season draws flower
lovers from all over the world between late
March and May. In fact, news broadcasts in
Japan dedicate a portion of their coverage
during this time to report on the sakura schedule.
As for where to go, Kansai (which includes Kyoto, Kobe and
Nara) all turn on the flower power, though the best spot in
western Japan is Osaka. In Tokyo, you only need to follow
the crowds to Ueno Park. Up north, Sapporo is the last
major city to enjoy this natural spectacle, with the best spot
at Maruyama Park. It’s not just the flowers that make sakura
special but the hanami festivities too. Literally translating
to ‘flower viewing’, hanami has been a festive occasion
for centuries. Today, it’s evolved into a great celebration
complete with bento box picnics and sake – lots of sake –
beneath the flowers, from sun up to sun down.
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I had the
opportunity to
cruise through
Cambodia
and Vietnam
with APT and I loved every
minute of it. Our ship, the
RV AmaLotus, was visually
stunning and the cities and
towns along the Mekong
River were a spectacular
backdrop. Every day was a
different experience, from
meeting new people and
exploring destinations to
trying new food. We spent
every night on the deck
having great conversations
and dancing with amazing
people – both passengers
and crew. Ashore, you might
find yourself making rice
paper or unearthing the
secrets of the past. And
everything, including the
day trips and food and drink
onboard, is incorporated into
the price.
COURTNEY GRIFFIN
TRAVEL EXPERT
FLIGHT CENTRE GALLERIA, WA

Do you have a travel
question? Tweet it
to @FlightCentreAu
#AskTheExperts
on Twitter.

Help on hand

Travelling doesn’t have to be complicated.
Contact flightcentre.com.au or call
131 600 24 hours for more help.

Lose yourself
in the colourful
Bangkok floating
markets.
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Dream and plan
on the go.
Pick up the latest edition in-store,
download the FREE app
or read online at
flightcentre.com.au/travel-ideas
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